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BE IN THE
MOVIES
WELCOME THE MOVIE QUEEN

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Labor Day Play At Camden To the Isolated People Of
Subscriptions S3 Ou per year payable ln
advance, single coplee three rente
Deer Isle — They Ask
Will Star Great American
Advertising ratee baaed upon circula
tion a-id very reaaonable
"Yes” Vote
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Actress
The Rockland Gazette waa established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier waa estab
Stonington, Sept. 4, (Special to
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
Lovers of a good play are to have the
In IBM The Free Press wzs established
The Courier-Gazette) Employment
In 18S5 and In 1891 changed Ita name to opportunity Labor Day, of seeing and
of "several hundred people" for a [
I the Tribune Theae papers consolidated
enjoying Margaret Anglin, one of
March 17. 1897

TO CAMDEN

America's greatest actresses, ln an
amusing new play "Fresh Fields".
Miss Anglin, just closing a special
three-day performance at Bar Harbor
will be a guest at Whitehall Inn dur
ing her stay ln Camden arriving
Sunday.
In this new comedy she plays the
part of an English titled woman who
has lost her money and so opens her
Victorian home to "paying guests".
Among the first to arrive ls a cattle
baron from Wyoming. She likes hls
money very much but there ls really
nothing else about him she does like
so she starts to try to make him
over. The process causes hilarious

Our todays make our tomor
rows. and our present lives de
termine the grade on which we
must enter any neat life —Minot

Be At The Camden Yacht Club
THE ANNUAL GOLF MATCH

Tuesday, September 3
-
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Having

At 3.45P.M.
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the
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championship tournament at the
Country Club will come to a close
Sunday with either Link McRae or
Al Jones as Albert Emery's opponent
in the 36 hole final. Emery (ought
Ills way through the various matches
to beat John Maaseo 5 and 4 in the
' .semi-final. Jones took R. H. Gilley
in the second round Thursday after
noon 2 up. but could not meet his
opponent yesterday, as Doc Howard,
. who pulled a big surprise by trim
ming Soap Rogers 5 and 4, tied Link
on the Hrs! eighteen and forced the
match Into a play-off with the latter
winning 2 up. Jones and McRae
are meeting today to see which will
. tackle Emery tomorrow.

LABOR DAY BASEBALL
Waterville vs. Vinalhaven Chiefs
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 2

. At Vinalhaven
Final game of thr season—and the outstanding one.
,

Finala

Exciting

Country Club Courae

And Join In the Big Parade of Welcome

All out lo see thia great contest!

EXCURSION TO

MONHEGAN ISLAND
LABOR DAY, MONDAY, SEPT. 2
A forty mile aall. half of which ia on the beautiful George* River.
Cliffs 200 fret high, providing unsurpassed surf.

Returning, arrive at Thomaston about 5.15 P. M.

Katharine s Beauty Shop

JACK’S INN

PHONE 370-W
Katharine Small. Prop.
ALL BRANCHES OF BEAUTY
CULTURE

DANCE

MAYFLOWER INN

AND ENJOY YOURSELF
NO COVER CHARGE
Music By

ON THE SEA

AL ROUGIER
106*1*

Free Parking Space On the Wharf

Round Trip Fare, $1.50

MARTIN’S POINT
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE

Don’t Forget the Dance

For further information rail Thomaaton 136

Ovrrnight Guests. Shore Dinners
Special LOBSTER Dishes

Monday Evening, Sept. 2

103-105

DOUG VINAL’S ORCHESTRA
Take Route 226 from Thomaston
or Waldoboro

So. Thomaston Grange Hall
105'lt

BAKED BEANS AND COLE SLAW
Today at The PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
25 CENTS

Telephone 1380—Will Reserve Yours
BUSINESS FOLKS' SPECIAL
A Delicious Special Supper Tonight

25 CENTS
69Stf

Labor Day Special
* * * *

MARGARET ANGLIN

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS
TO VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN. STONINGTON AND
SWAN'S ISLAND

in

“FRESH FIELDS”
a new comedy

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 2

S-B

Tickets 55c, 85c, $1.10, $1.65, $2.20

At the Box Office

111115*111 in
■ ■ ■ 11| 111

STATE OF MAINE SOCCER LEAGUE
GAME AT COMMUNITY PARK

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
1.00 P. M.

STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.

THE FRONT PAGE RATE
The press of advertising demanding front
page position has been such for several months
that the news features have been seriously
hampered through lack of space.
To meet this situation The Courier-Gazette
is forced to adopt the policy in use by most
newspapers—hence beginning with the issue of
Sept 2, the first page rate will be 75 cents per
column inch. The local base rate will remain
unchanged on all inside pages.
•

104*106

I

vote "Yes" on the proposed *500.000
State Bond issue necessary before
construction can be started, the
bridg^ officials explained that none
of this or other State money will be
used for construction or maintenance,
the bond Issue being necessary only
to guarantee to the United States
the Interest on the bridge bonds Is
sued i by the government. At the end
of the 30-year period the entire
amount will revert to the State, they
said.
Located ln Penobscot Bay. Deer
Isle is the second largest lsland on
the Maine coast being exceeded ln
size only by Mount Desert Island.
The total population; both summer
TONIGHT
and year-round of Deer Isle, an ad
Chicago Nightingales
jacent lsland. Is approximately 10.000.
14 Piece Colored Band
The proposed bridge would extend
LABOR DAY—12 TO 4 A. M.
from the town of Sargentvllle on the
I mainland across the famed Eggemog
Lloyd Rafnell
gin Reach a distance of 1.600 feet to
LABOR DAY—8.30 TO 12.30
Little Deer Isle. Travel from the
Boot* and Hi* Nighthawk* latter lsland to Deer Isle would be
by means of a causeway already built.
Travel between Deer Isle and malni land at present Is by means of a
COMBINE
S ferry which does not run during
SCHOOL JND MUSIC
periods of heavy ice In the winter
Study in School and Music Study Go
'
time,
causing Isolation during part
Hand In Hand
of the year for the lsland lnhabiEDNA GREGORY
! tants.

from the mainland by island resi
dents are some advantages which are
expected if the proposed Deer IsleSedgwick bridge is sanctioned by the
voters of Maine when they go to the
polls Sept 9 according to a statement
made toy officials of the bridge dis
trict today.
With the total cost of construction
estimated at *600 000. the bridge of
ficials said that all of the amount
will be obtained from the govern-

OAKLAND PARK

VS.

PORTLAND SOCCER CLUB
106-lt

DANCE AT BREEZEMERE
MON., LABOR DAY

DAWN DANCE

FRANK PAUL

REAL DRY CLEANING BARGAINS

12.00 Midnight to 4.00 A. M.
E. S. T.

AND HIS

Don't Forget That—

CASA GRANDEORCH.

AND HIS

PRIVATEERS

Ten Artists direct from Canadian
tour, featuring Jack Leslie, vo
calist. ThLs drive formerly with
Rudy Vallee on the Fleischmann
Hour.

lng to Phelps he remained on tho
outside, while Hooper went ln with
drawn revolver Later he came forth
and the proceeds of the bag (said by
Mrs Oarnet to be between *60 and
870) were split. The witness did not
know what became of the bag.
"But you divided the money?" said
County Attorney Burrows.
“Yes," was the reply.
Hooper declined to cross examine
any of the witnesses, or to make any
statement ln his own behalf.
Because of the seriousness of the
offense County Attorney Burrows
recommended high bail. Recorder
Otis named 85000 for Hooper and
*3000 for Phelps
The young men were held for the
November grand Jury.

PIGSKIN PROSPECTS

He Stands

Ahead

Schedule

Editor of The Courier-Gazette

8lxty grldders have been working
A number of business men have under Coach Sum Sezak since last
asked me wnat my platform ls. To Tuesday. The local mentor faces a

this I answer;
Herculean task In molding a team thia
1— Reduction of the city's over year because only three veterans are
head expense. The city's charter available from last years cnamploncalls for a salary of *1500 a year; I
shlp team. Sessions are being held
propose to give back, as a gift to the
city, the sum of *500. I propose to morning and afternoon and lt ls dur
ing these Intensive drills that Coach
pay no salary to exceed *1000.
2— My second proposal is to limit Sezak hopes to develop a reputable
the numoer of tax collectors to one. team from the plentiful but Inex
to be paid on a commission basis i perienced material.
operating under bond, all clerical j The three veterans returning are
expense to be borne by the collector.' Jim Aocardi. a fullback; and co-cap

ICE SERVICE

PEOPLES’ LAUNDRY

CHARLES H. MdNTOSH
Tel 626, Rockland

17 LIMEROCK STREET FREE DELIVERY TEL. ROCKLAND 170
“WE ARE NEVER UNDERSOLD"

Earl.

Squad — Hard

MORE REAL BARGAINS IN DRY CLEANING

there will be

Mounted" may well be applied to

Mayor Tells Voters Where

DEPENDABLE YEAR ROUND
ICE SERVICE
DAY OR NIGHT
Quality Product, Courteous,
Efficient Drivers

AGAIN NEXT WEEK

What they say about the "Northwest

Independent Candidate For j Coach Sezak Has 60 In His

Harriet Condon of South Brooks
3— 1 propose to pay the common
ville writes to express her interest In laborers 50 cents an hour and to
WE BUY
the recent Roving Reporter story con exclude any pets, dividing the work,
cerning Caterpillar Hill which con share and share alike,
4— 1 Invite suggestions from citi
Clarence E. Daniel*
cerned her especially because her
JEWELER
zens and will accept any that mean
brother, Jay Condon, owns the Hill
31* MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
the bettering of Rockland or Its
7*-U
Top House at which the Roving Re
people. I further state that, as a
porter dined and from which he ob
public servant, I will consult the
tained the magnificent view described
people ln regard to the expenditure
DR. CHAS. N. THURLOW In the article. Miss Condon belongs of their money.
to that popular radio organization
with
5— 1 propose a wholesale Improve
known as “The Condon Family,”
DR. R. L. STRATTON
ment ln roads and sidewalks, and
which during the summer has been
Children's Work a Specialty
promise to remove snow and Ice
Offlce Hours 8.00 to 5.30
Tel. 611-M advertising the section of Hancock
which havs paralyzed traffic the last
420 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
County around South Brooksville.
two winters.
81-tf
Yesterday afternoon was presented
6— 1 absolutely promise to take the
the final broadcast over WLBZ. en
city farm out of the truck garden
titled "Sailing With the London Con
business and stop the competition
don Family.” The Condons are
with other Rockland farmers.
capable and popular entertainers.
7— 1 believe ln courtesy to all citi
[ and their return to the radio will be
zens and believe that I should be
desired by all who have heard their
able to take criticism, remembering
programs.
that I am employed by the people.
Successor to Bowes & Crozier
8— All men are equal, regardless
9 CLAREMONT ST.
FIRST CLASS
of their dress or position.
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
A. F. Russell, Robert Russell
I submit this platform to the peo
TRUCKING SERVICE
Mrs. Russell, Asst.
ple of Rockland without regard to
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
Mra Minnie Crozier
FOSTER’S TRANSFER
party affiliation. You may criticize
lt, reject lt, endorse lt. It's up to
W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
Branches at Union and Rockport
TeL Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Cbg. you.
John W. Lane.
Rockport Branch Tel. Camden 2350
31 Spruce, street. Aug. 30.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 1

EDDIE WHALEN

LANE'S PLATFORM

Russell
Funeral Home

ROCKLAND SOCCER CLUB

Maine’s Own Dance Band

participation ln the affair, and ad
mitted to Recorder Ensign Otis at
yesterday's trial, that he had made
the written confession produced by
Sheriff Ludwick. Arnold J. D. Hoop
er, well known In local pugilistic cir
cles, pleaded "not guilty." Neither
respondent was represented by coun
sel. County Attorney Jerome C. Bur
rows appeared for the Stale and Misa
Mary Veazie, daughter of the register
of probate, acted as stenographer.
The trial was held in the Grand Jury
room
The robbery at the Ocean View
Filling Station occurred between 9.30
and 10 o'clock on the night of Oct. 2,
1932 The authorities made an In
tensive search without results, but
Sheriff Ludwick. who was then a
deputy, never lost faith that the per
petrators would be apprehended, and
waited patiently for the right mo
ment to come. It came yesterday.
Mrs. Oarnet, wife of the proprie
tor. testified that her husband, who
had been working on a car outside of
the station, and that when he came
in preparatory to closing up she
asked if it was all right to take the
cash out. She had barely done so
when a man wearing an overall Jump
er, with cap pulled well down over hls
eyes, entered the station and said;
"You might as well pass It over.”
he said:
And to Mr Oarnet. who had Just
straightened up behind the counter
"I had Just as soon plug you as not."
Seizing the bag containing the cash
he vanished Into the night, pulling
the door shut.
Oarnet started to follow, but hls

OLD GOLD

8.30 P. M., Daylight
J. ' i ’

Following a trail that had grown wife told him to stay where he was.
cold In nearly three years since the He corroborated Mrs. Garnet's story.
Phelps was disinclined to talk when
occurrence of the crime, Sheriff C.
placed on the stand, but finally ad
Earl Ludwick yesterday produced two
mitted that what he had said ln the
young men ln Municipal Court who confession was correct. He told of
were charged with assault and rob meeting Hooper uptown. They walked
bery at what was then known as the down South Main street, and dis
Ocean View Filling Station, but which cussed the matter of visiting the
Ocean View Filling Station. Accordhas since become known as Garnet's

Wilbur J. Phelps pleaded guilty to

Teacher of Pianoforte
12 Center St Tel. 169-M Rockland

at

Hooper and Phelps Held For the Garnet Filling
Station Robbery Three Years Ago

Filling 8tatlon at the foot of Ingra

And this Is how the proposed bridge would look

DAMARISCOTTA
WED. AND SAT. NITES

Rorkland. Maine

CHARGED WITH HOLD-UP

ham HUI.

U. S. ROUTE NO. 1

One of Maine's Finest
Residential Inns

Thb trip allows you 4'x hours on thr Island

period of two years during which
they will earn *300.000. the opening of,
Deer Isle and adjacent Islands to I They based this prediction on the
earnings of the ferry now In opera
travel by vacationists, a revival of
tion at the site.
Industrial activities ln the vicinity.,
Asking the voters of the State to
and the ending of winter isolation

’ ZCK,

Monhegan Mail Steamer will leave Thomaston
(foot of Knox Street) at 7.30 A. M.

ment. Forty-five percent of *210.000.
they said, would come as a direct gift
or grant from the Government while
the remaining 55 percent, or *330.000
will be obtained as a federal loan
payable ln thirty years. The most
conservative figures, they stated,
indicate that the bridge will be selfsustaining from the start and will
pay off its bonds Inside the 30-year
period.

Joy In the audience
Associated with her are Margaret
Sargent, Mrs. Fitswllliam Sargent,
prominent tn Philadelphia society
and a fine actress. She takes a lead
ing role, and had a lead this spring
tn "Times Have Changed". Then too
there will be Lenore Chipondale who
acted in support of E. H Sothern
Ethel Barrymore and Margaret
Anglin; Elwyn Harvey who was with
Dame 8ybtl Thorndike in “Thle
Distaff Side" last winter; and John
Hamilton-well known for his charac
terization In "Broadway" and ln
"8eventh Heaven".
Camden has had some of the finest
theatrical stars this summer, and
Miss Anglin and her well known asj sociates make a fitting finale.

Annual tube sale now on at Housej Sherman's. Time to re-tube your
set at a fraction of usual cost —
adv.
104-106

18 Gay Street,

Excellent Hotels. Bathing and Fishing

WHAT BRIDGE MEANS

FRESH FIELDS”

Issu®

Volume 90.................... Number 105.

TIIKEE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, August 31, 1933

Saturday

DAY OR NIGHT

27Stf

tains Olover (a halfback), and Peter
son (a guard). Others who saw serv
ice last year are Murgita, an end;
Lord, converted from a halfback to
an end; Gray and Morgan as tackles.
Others on the squad who look good
are LaCrosse, Turner. Marsh, Danlello, Mitchell, Black. Coombs. Ayotte,
East. Skinner. Rawley, Cohen, Knowl
ton, Crockett, W Karl and B. Mazzeo.
The schedule this fall Is one of the
hardest ln years:
Sept. 14—Rockland at Brunswick.
Sept. 21—8kowhegan at Rockland.
Sept. 28—Rockland at Hallowell.
Oct. 5—Waterville at Rockland.
Oct. 12—Rockland at Brewer.
Oct. 19—Rockland at Bath.
Oct. 26—Open.
Nov. 2—Oardlner at Rockland.
Nov. 11—Bar Harbor at Rockland.
Don't forget! Again next week
there will be more real bargains In
dry cleaning at People's Laundry.
17 Limerock street. Tel. 170. Free
delivery service. "We are never un
dersold."—adv.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my lue again I would
have made a rule to read aome poetry
and listen to aome mualc at leaat once
a weak The loaa ot theae taataa ta a low
of happlneaa.—Charlea Darwin.
JOHN ANDERSON
John Anderson my Jo, John.
When we were first sequent
Your locks were like tha raven.
Your bonnle brow was brant;
But now your brow la bald. John
Your locks are like the snow:
But blessings on your frosty pow.
John Anderson my Jo.

John Anderson my Jo. John.
We clamb the hill theglther.
And many a canty day. John.
We've had wf ane anlther:
Now we maun totter down, John.
But hand ln hand well go.
And sleep theglther at tha foot,
John Anderson my Jo
—Robert Burns.

I

j

I

<,

Mass., and Warren will be thc guest
speaker Sept 5 at the Woman's Club,
_______ THHEE-TlMES-A-WEEK________
Miss Beatrice Haskell has been his subject. "Progressive Education"
Watch yc. stand fast In thc faith, guest of Mrs. Leah Boucher at Lewls- Musical selections will also he played |
quit you like men. be strong.—I. Cor. | ton.
Mrs Jessie Walker and Mrs Uura
~
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz spent Starrett arc hostesses
.16:13.
' Thursday at Gay's Island
An interesting talk on home in
SPOKE TO THE ROTARIANS
ROCKPORT
dustries shops was given Tuesday
One of the Country's Distinguished afternoon at thc Mathews Memorial
Mr and Mrs Fred Elims of Sears- (
Thei Final Games
Mgr. Walker's Selection!!
Library by Mrs. Rena Bowleg of
mont and Mrs Oeorge Butler, daugh
Citizens Discusses Present Times
Rockland
at Thomaston ttwo
The Sports Editor is very glad to
Orono, home industries specialist for
ters Mildred and Ruth and son Royce games) first at 1.30; Hallowell at
day to publish the all-League selec
Rotarlans at thelr yesterday's the extension service of the Unlversl- were guests Tuesday at the home of Camden (exhibition) at 3 p. ill.
tions made by Douglas Walker, man
i ty of Maine. Mrs Bowles emphasized Mr and Mrs. O P Jackson
luncheon hour found themselves fav ' (he need of good workmanship, at
Labor Day—At 10 a m.. Rockland ager of the Thomaston team In se
Charles Everett of Waltham. Mass , j at Camden and St. Oeorge at lecting his first team he differs with
ored by the presence of the guest tractive packaging, fair prices and
speaknr. Hor., Thomas J. Watson, dignified advertising.
She also and Carl Everett ot Auburndale. Thomaston; at 2 p. m. Thomaston the writer in only three particulars.
Mass, are visiting Mr. and Mrs at Rockland and Camden at St He would have Bucklin behind the
whose summer nome is In Camden. i stressed thc need for articles to sell
George; at 4 p. m . Camden at St bat instead of Thomas, but ln naming
between 50 cents to $5. prices popular Maynard C. Ingraham.
As one of the forsmost men of thc
Felt for 2nd base, selects a player who
I with the tourist class. The public
Mrs Marshall E Reed, daughter George (exhibition game).
times, in his close association with
Tuesdey Camden will play ln lias figured nearly all season as a
judge articles by general appearance. Dorothy and Mr and Mrs John Reed
its business and manufacturing Inter
color, design and workmanship who have been visiting Mrs. Minnie Maine Stale Fair tournament at shortstop. In the outfield he agrees
ests. Mr. Watson brought to the con
with The Courier-Gazette's choice
Those who wish to make such things Weed returned Thursday to Roxbury. I«Wlstor>.
sideration of his hearers some of the
excepting that he places Monaghan
• • • •
for horfie Industries shqps are urged Mr and Mrs John Reed will return l
outstanding features of the present
in right field, a position he has seldom.
j to study fashions and educational Monday to Durham. N. C accom
Thomaston 12. Camden 10
conditions that the business, social trends Many articles made ln this
panied Jjy Miss Dorothy Reed who
When Camden scored five runs in If ever, played There is no question
and Industrial life of the Nation is town were on exhibition in the library
will attend school there the coming the first half of the first inning at about the calibre of the men selected J
engaging with. The depression,* he
Office hours Monday at the post year.
Thomaston Thursday night it looked by Manager Walker, but the Sports
declared at his opening. Is over. Not office will be: 7 to 11:30 a m DOT
as If that team's cyclone rush had Editor adhered to the positions played
Mrs
Charles
Rhodes
and
Mrs.
i
everything, he added. Is perfect, but Malls received and despatched ln the
not been ohecked by the mere mat during the summer. Gray was not
Improvement Is steadily on the way. afternoon but no deliveries, at the Albert Rhodes motored to Bangor
ter of already having won the league mentioned simply because he was un
Thursday
for
the
day.
Dividends are back and unemploy windows.
championship. Bui Thcmaston came fortunately out of the game thc lat
Rev O F Currier has returned
ment ts gradually giving away to
Friends are sending post card show back with a wicked attack upon ter half of the season.
work. Tin re arc two groups, he ers to Mrs Laura Brackett at thr from Ocean Park where he has been 1
Fcggy Bennett and three of the runs
Here are Doug's selections:
added, expressing their opinions of home of her niece Mrs George attending the summer Vacation
were quickly offset Thc Walkerltes
First Tram
the situation, those who 100 per cent Weaver at 12 Plymouth St East school.
took the lead ln the fifth and never j Catcher—Bucklin. Thomaston.
condemn what Is seeking to be done Greenwich. R. I, and to Miss Harriet
Charles Barnes of Washington. D relinquished it. although the Shells
Pitcher—Bagley. Camden.
still further to Improve the situa Hahn who is ill at Knox Hospital.
C.. is guest this week of Raymond , staged a last inning rally which
First Base—Wadsworth. Camden.
tion. and those who 100 per cent en
Carl Reever and Miss Martha Stan Payson at the Payson home. Main
looked rather serious (or thc time
Second Base—Felt, Thomaton.
dorse It. Midway between these two ley arrived by motor Thursday from streei
being
Third Base—I. Simmons. St George.
Beverly,
Mass
.
to
spend
the
weekend
extremes lies the truth, and that is
Maynard Graffam, who has sue-, The game was a free hitting affair,
Shortstop—Lord. Camden.
what the people want. There Is a and holiday with Mr and Mrs
ceasfully served as principal of the the two teams tapping the pUl for a
Left Field—Leonard. Camden.
George
Newbert.
great deal of unfairness in the disGrammar School at Liberty and also total of 38 bases. Flanagan's triple
Center Field—Dally. Camden
Elmer E. Jameson attended last
currlon. 'this radio talk of opposing
coach of the High School athletic being the longest swat of the game ' Right Field—Monaghan. St George.
labor Is all wrong. I/:t us be fair to week the Waterworks Convention at
teams, has a position as principal of Condon led in this foray with four '
Second Team
Rangeley Lakes. He was accom
both sides
hits, while M Sawyer and Wads- J Catcher—Thomas. Camden
the Orammar School at Milo
What is needed most of all. tbe panied bv Mrs. Jameson. Mrs Abbie
Pitcher—Condon. Thomaston.
Miss Ruth Miller is employed ln worth each made three.
speaker said, is to Think. “I am at Newbert and Miss Su-an Stevens
A
bit
of
comedy
was
injected
into
,
First
Base—M Simmons. St. George.
the
office
of
the
Stevenson
Insurance
Mr and Mrs C. A Perham and
the head of a concern. ' he added,
the game by Bagley's attempt to trap
Second Base. Plaisted. Camden.
Agency
at
Camden.
children.
Jean
and
Clifford
returned
“whose motto is To Think.' To think
a Thomaston man who had run an-; Third Base—Flanagan. Thomaston.
Friends regret to learn of the other off the base.
is to achieve. I know. To this I owe Sunday to Roslindale. Mass, after
Shortstop—Wiley, St. George
being
guests
of
Mrs
Henry
McGraw
resignation of Raymond C. Perkins
my success in life; to that and to
Left Field—Ellis. Rockland.
at
the
Sherman
Jameson
cottage
at
Thomaston
principal of the Rockport Orammar
friendship and goo:-fellowship with
Center Field—Grey. Thomaston
Martin's Point. Friendship
School and the High School boys
ab r bh po a e
people with whom I come in con
• • • •
Right Field—M Sawyer. Thomaston.
5 2 1 23 0
athletic coach Mr. Perkins will be Dinuck. 2b
tact." When men get together and
• • • •
Recent guests of Miss Susan Porter
Walker. If. p ____ 6 2 1 0 0 0
think there will be no reason to were Mis- Gertrude Simmons and principal of South China Academy
McCarty's All-Leaguers
doubt that we can look up, and that Miss Laura Dufort of Racine. Wis.
Miss Lillian W’hitney has employ-: Flanagan, c. 3b ... 4 1 2 2 3 0
First Team
Felt,
ss
4
12
14
0:
all will ccme well. In the depres
Mr and Mrs Samuel Andrews and mem In the home of Joseph Dondis
Pitcher—Bennett. Camden.
Bucklin, c
4 1 0 60 0 1
sion that struck the world our own children Norma and Alden of Whit in Rockland.
Catcher—Bucklin. Thomaston.
L. Sawyer, rf ____ 4 I 2 I 0 0
United States got the worst rap of man Mass. are visiting Mrs Jane
First Base—Wadsworth. Camden
Miss Marion Weidman and house M. Sawyer. 3b, cf. .. 5 2 3 3 0 1
all. Everybody was hit. rich and poor Andrews.
Second Base—Smalley. St. Oeorge.
guests Mr and Mrs V F Kenyon
4 1 1 12 0 2
alike—and upon thc whole it was a
Weekend and holiday guests ot Mr and Frank Kerschner and Mrs Nelly ' Moody. lb
Third Base—Flanagan. Thomaston.
great blessing.
and Mrs Benjamin Watts are Mr Coates motored to Portland Thurs Condon, p. If ........ 5 1 4 0 2 0
Shortstop—Lord. Camden
Robbins, cf _______ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Early in life. Mr. Watson said, we and Mrs George Wetherbee of Provi day. returning that night.
Left Field—Walker. Thomaston.
should make contacts with the young dence
Center Field—Dailey. Camden.
Prof and Mrs C A Rollins who
41 12 16 27 12 3 ,
Sixteen members of the Sons of
men equally with the older. Seventy
Utility—M Sawyer. Thomaston.
have
been
occupying
the
Hervey
Allen
per cent of men in active life are Union Veterans Auxiliary were pres
Camden Shells
Right Field—Gray. Thomaston.
cottage at Ballard Park for Are sum
of the age of 40. And the procession ent Wednesday afternoon at the
ab r bh po a e
Second Team
returned
Friday
to
Waterville.
mer
passes by. The United States is still home of Mr. and Mrs G. D Oould
Pitcher—Bagley. Camden
Weed, rf .............. 4 0 2 0 0 1
for
picnic
supper
Following
the
sup

Rev G. F. Currier will occupy thc
a young man's country in which
Plaisted. 2b ....... .... 5 2 2 2 3 0
Catcher—Thomas. Camden
there Is every opportunity to achieve. per. a string chewing contest added pulpit again Sunday at the 11 o'clock lord, ss ................. 5 2 1 3 2 1
First Base—M. Simmons. St Oeorge.
to
the
enjoyment
of
thc
occasion,
service, after a two weeks vacation
We have nothing to fear from other
Wadsworth. 3b __ 5 3 3 0 3 0
Second Base—Plaisted. Camden.
countries. Bear in mind that 50 per with Miss Ida Stevens winning first He will Use as his subject. "Reward oi Thomas, c ______ 5 2 2 7 0 1
Third Base—Olover. Rockland.
cent of the world output is ot this place. Mrs Ella Cunningham, second a Vacation" Church School will pre Bagley, lb
5 12 7 11
Shortstop—Pelt. Thomaston.
country. We can't live within our and Mrs. Alice Cook third. Mr. and cede this service , beginning at 10 j Leonard, cf............ 4 0 2 3 0 0
Left Field—I. Simmons. St. Oeorge.
selves. we must Import from coun Mrs. Gould were voted good hosts. o'clock.
Center Fielfi—Ellis. Rockland
Gross. If.................. 5 0 0 1 0 0
Miss Margaret Nutter of East
tries that buy from us if we would
Eugene Lowell, son of Mr and Mrs. Bennett, p ............. 3 0 0 0 1 0
Right Field—Mayhew. Camden.
Warren is a visitor at the home of
keep |>usy.
Burton Lowell. Union street was the Boynton. Jr.. If..... 0 0 0 0 1 0
Utility—Leonard. Camden.
Miss Ida Stevens for a few days.
"There are great opportunities
• • • •
winner of the $90 in cash given sway Boynton. St . rf
2
0
0
0
0
0
Weekend guests of Mr and Mrs
Tuesday at Comique Theatre. Cam
ahead for the United States. We
The Curtis Bok award of $250 will
Sidney Wyllie were Mr and Mrs
den. Fortune however did not smile
are on the up grade."
43 10 14 24 10 4 be presented to the championship
Arthur Porbush and daughter Gladys
so sweetly on Miss Mildred Oraffam Thomaston.
It is not possible in a limited space
3 0 1 1 2 1 2 2 x—12 ] Camden team at an exhibition game
and Mr and Mrs. E. L. Faunce of
also of Rockport. Her name was the Camden.
to detail in full the admirable ad
50000020 3—10 in that town one week from today, and
Marlboro. Mass enroute home from
first to be drawn'but she was not
dress of the speaker, whose intimate
Two-base hits. Walker. M Sawyer.: at the same time a prize of $25 each
a week's trip to the Gasoe Peninsula.
present to claim the prize as she Is Dimirk. Condon. Lcrd and Thomas. J will be awarded to the four players
association with the greater affairs
Miss M. Orace Walker entertained
of the country and his first-hand Thursday at a dinner partv at the visiting friends at Bethel.
Thrcc-base hits. Flanagan. Stolen I who are regarded as the most valu
presentation of them, so far as the Twin Farms, in honor of Mbs Har
bases. Condon. Bagley. Leonard. I able men on thelr respective teams.
brief hour allotted would permit, riet F. Stevens of New York and
Free delivery service. People 's Laun Struck out. Walker 2. Bennett 6 Con-! The selections will be made by the
left his hearers with the Impression Warren, and Miss Susan Stevens of dry. 17 Limerock street. Tel. 170. Rock don 5. Base on balls. Walker 2. Ben- j four directors. Basil H Stinson. Lee
that they had sat in the presence of Washington. D. C, and Warren. Mrs land Bargains in dry cleaning—all ndtt 5, Condon 1. Umpires Fowler j Walker. Alfred C Hocking and George
one of thc able men of the times Delia Hayes of Somerville. Mass., and next week—adv.
H. Thomas.
and Smalley. Scorer. Lord.
• • • •
and listened to a most illuminating Warren Mrs. Addie Vinal Mrs. Abbie
The baseball season at Vinalhaven
discourse. To this they testified Newbert, Mrs Nettie Jameson, Mrs
closes next Monday—Labor Daywith overwhelming applause.
Sadie Barrows Mrs. Alice Mathews.
arid the management believes it Is
Mlrs. E. Belle Walker of Martin's
putting on its stellar attraction when
OLIVER TWIST ASKS FOR MORE Point and Warren and Mrs. Betsey
it offers Waterville as the Chiefs' op
Eastman. The last course was en
ponent.
livened
with
singing
by
Mrs
Hazel
That the popular British author,
Hugh Walpole, comes to Hollywood Pease, and Mrs. Mildred Berry.
to oversee the filming of "Oliver Following dinner the company re
NEW YORKERS MOVE
Twist," gives advance assurance that paired to the spacious porch and a
TO ESCAPE TAXES
delightful
social
afternoon
was
pas

thc world is to be favored with
sed
there,
with
lemonade
and
candy
another of the immortal Dickens
Many Prominent Families
stories, through the medium of the served lateir.
• » • •
Migrate to Rhode Island.
screen—and what enjoyment that
Callers Thursday at the home of
world has taken in the pictured
Mrs Alena Slarrett were Mr. and
New York.—Faced with the pros
'David Copperfield," in particular Mrs H M Watts of East Union and
pect of Increased state taxation,
NEW 1936
for the evidence imparted, that here their houseguest Hollis Watts of
some of New York state's wealth
Is a high plane of service attained by Boston.
iest nnd most prominent families
BATTERY-OPERATED
the movies to which the whole peo
are reported to be migrating to
Mr. and Mrs Frank D Rowe had
Ithode Island, which has no state
ple lends endorsement. It was Wal as visitors Thursday evening Mr. and
Income tax and a comparatively low
pole who gave to the filming of Mrs. William Gleason and children.
personal property tax.
"Copperfield" thc advisory oversee Dorothy, Eleanor, Thurston and
■C’NJOY thrilling* broad
The exodus was said to have been
ing. and with "Oliver" we may Richard of Union.
'll casts from abroad—plus
given impetus when Gov. Herbert 11.
confidently look for another triumph.
Mrs Caro Whitney who has becji
your favorite American
Lehman announced a proposed tax
And as Freddy Bartholomew, the visiting with her aunts Mrs. Hattie
levy of 7 per cent on Income ex
programs—with an eco
youthful star of the first named pic MacFarland
ceeding $9,000. Since Rhode Island
and Miss Ermina
nomical, qualitv-built 1936
asks only $4 on $1,000 of personal
ture is to appear as thc star in this Williams, has returned to Houlton.
COMPLETE WITH BATTERIES
Philco, designed especially
property, families which have been
and Phileo All Wave Aerial
second screening, the promise is Recent callers at the Williams home
for unwired homes! Mar
ln New Y'ork for as long as 300
PHIL.CO611F New "balanced"
affirmed that again the immortal were Mr. and Mrs Jesse Wentworth
velous performance — su
years have prepared to establish res
feature* include Precision Radio
perb tone! Lowest cost bat
Dickens Is to find the great public of Worcester; Mrs. Olive Young.
Dial. Automatic Aerial Selector,
idence ln the New England state.
Full Automatic Volume Control.
tery set operation in all
bowing down at his shrine—a whole Union; Mr.s. Cook Mr. and Mrs.
Among those who have moved to
Tone Control. Permanent Field Dy
namic Speaker. "Plug-in" B and C
Walsh. Quincy; Mrs Mary Gonia.
radio!
some conclusion.
Rhode Island—some already had
Power Unit and long-life A Power
Mrs. Ella Cannon and two daughters
summer estates there—are Mr. and
Unit. Beautiful floor type Walnut
cabinet.
Mrs. Harold A. Sands, Mr. and Mrs.
West
Gardiner; Fred Creighton and
AVOIDING TIIE TRAIN
Robert Goelet, Mr. and Mrs. Shel
son John, Maynard. Mass; Mr. and
PHILCO 62 3B $
don Whitehouse, Mr. and Mrs. For
Mrs.
Dewey
Robinson
and
son.
Port

It Is in our own State that this
sythe Wickes, Mr. and Mrs. Bev
Thin handsome American
land;
Mr.
and
Mrs
Chester
Leach
•eek's automobile-train tragedy is
and Foreign Baby Grand
erly Bogart. Mrs. Morris De Pyster
ha* all the "balanced"
COMPLETE
and daughter, New Haven. Conn;
and Mr. and Mrs, Henry Williams.
ecorded: an elderly woman killed
features described above.
WITH
Mr and Mrs. Walter Gonia. and Mr.
Most of them declined, when ques
Walnut cabinet of latest
BATTERIES
nd two others badly injured. It beand Mr.s. Locke. Quincy, Mass; Mr.
design.
tioned, to say why they moved.
ymes increasingly evident that in the
and Mrs. Ernest Payson and two
Tbe Sands family had been among
And
Philco
AU
Wave
Aerial
,udy of the art of motor driving, thc
the foremost in New York since be
children, Pleasantville; and Mr. and
illroad train, the crossings associ▲l*o Philco* which include reception of
fore 1820, while more than a cen
Mrs. John Starrett. Somerville Mass,
the new U. S. Govt. Weather Forecasts!
ted with it, and many other details
tury ngo the foundation of the Im
Mrs. Helen Yeo Brighton. Massound up therewith come in for too will be the soloist Sunday morning at
mense Goelet fortune wns laid here.
Liberal Trade-in Allowance
Bogert Is a New York banker.
ttle consideration. It looks simple the Baptist Church.
EASY TERMS
WhltPhouse Is descended from the
lough—the long stretch of passing
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mathews. Miss
family which came to New York be
ack and the warning signs, all visi- M Grace Walker, iMiss Harriet and
fore 1000. Williams Is a railroad
e, with the accompanying roar of Susan Stevens were callers Sunday
official nnd Wickes an attorney.
le hustling train and the blown on Mr. and Mrs O. B Kalloch at
The migration first was noticed
last election day, when several so
nistle. But mankind insists upon Breezemere. Lincolnville, alter a
SOLE PHILCO AGENTS
cial figures went up to Newport to
right of way to which It has no motor trio about China Lake.
442 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
PHONE 721
vote for the first time there,
Ellis
Spear
3d
of
Newton
Center,
•ense, and pays the price.
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TWILIGHT LEAGUE ENDS MONDAY

With GameS In All Of the TOWIIS—Some AllLeague Selections

WILDFLOWER WINS

Andy Hutchins Again First

M'LOON’S

To Cross Line — "Mer

DIZZY RHYMES OF BUSY TIMES

chants” and "Captains
Wildflower was first across the

finish line ln Thursday's races at

No. 6

Camden, benttng by near)}’ 2H
minutes tier closest rival. Bubbles
Vixen was

n close

third.

I o get more rest

Thc sum

We find it best

mary:

With Oil.

Wildflower—Andy Hutchins.

Bubbles—John Oood.

A lot of work

Vixen--Henry Chatfield.

You now can shirk.

U|SC Oil.

Crag—Osgood Bros
Pezzazz—William Taylor.

Furnace or Range

Flicker—Betsy Ross

Wc quickly change,

Satana—W. J. Latta. ^fr.

To Oil.

Ripple—Clifford Smith. Jr. •

Shearwater—Donald D. Dodge.

You cannot beat

Gone Away II —Fred H Chatfield.
Catch Me—Gardlner and Hutchins.
Hi-E-Pu.«—Joshua Chase

Good oil heat.
Buy Oil.

Fin—Martha Borland

Ask Our Customers

Thousand Eye—W O. Onooel.

WE SELL OIL HEAT

Twvlls III -Betty Sailer
White Wing—Nancy Krementz.
So What I--David Day
Time—Jane Watson
Tide—Arthur K Watson
Finnan Hnddie—Julia Henry
Blue Streak—Dotha Seaverns
Yellow Peril—Isabel Henry.
Quicksilver-Mildred Hubbard.
• • • •

An inexpensive luxury
To the first person bringing lo our store thr complete set of
Ten "Dizzy Rhymes" being run each Thursday in this paper, wr
will give a Free Wash, a Free Grease Job and Free Oil Change.
Also, second prizr. five gallons of gas. Watch for (brae rhymes.

Oil Is Cheaper This Year

A number of interesting contests
are scheduled The Hist of these to
be run will be thc "Merchants'" race
which was awing to unfavorable
racing weather, postponed from last
Sunday, this race will be held to
morrow. The name "Merchants" Is
given as each of the 25 boats of the
fleet is backed hy a local merchant
in this contest.
Tuesday, at 230 o'clock the start
ing gun will be fired for Uie annual
"Captains" race. In thia race each
craft will be sailed hy the profes
sional captain who has been at
tached to it ln an advisory capacity
during ihe past season It Is an
event that never fails to create
much interest.

z\sk Us For An Estimate

/ FVadiasi
I
Heat i
nT
FOR YOUR HOME
An INHERENTLY QUIET. Radi
antly Comfortable Automatic Oil
Heating Service.
Automatic Heat is an accepted re
quirement of the modern home.
Automatic Oil Heat ii the most desir
able of automatic heat

CAMDEN

Nu-Way “Genii” Automatic Oil
Heat represents a new economy in oil
heat due to its highly efficient Radi
ant Combustion. The walls of the
boiler absorb the Radiant Energy of
the combuation without flame con
tact ... the most practical method
for applying heat to the boiler.
No flame in contact with the boiler
... No sharp contraat between flame
and boiler wall temperature . . .
means longer life for the furnace.
Let us come into your home and
tell you about Radiant Combustion.

Mr and Mrs O F Richards and
Samuel Simpson motored Friday to
Presque Isle

The awarding of the Bok prizes for
the be-t gardens and lawns will be
made Sept 10 at the Opera House.
Auxiliary to Canton Molineaux
meets Mondav evening. A covered
dish supper will be served at 6:30
o'clock.
Mrs Elizabeth Duncan will enter
tain the ladles of the Methodist
Society Wednesday afternoon.
The 4-H Club local contest will be
held at the home of Mrs W P Young
upper Mountain street, Tuesday at
4:30
Freeman-Herrick Camp. Spanish
War Veterans, meets Mondav at 7:30
Visiting comrades are invited.
Harold Murphy and Chester Han
sen motored to St. Andrews N B
Friday. They will return Monday
A luncheon-tea was served from 5
to 7 last evening graciously presided
over by Mrs. Eunice Oale McCobb at
her home on Chestnut street.
Margaret Anglin will appear in the
Opera House Monday evening, in
"Fresh Fields."
Rockland plays at Camden Monday
morning and Camden plays at 8t.
George in the afternoon.
At the Beautv and Personality
Revue sponsored Thursday night at
the Comique Theater Miss Madeline
Trundy was chosen "Miss Camden."
Alice Start and Velma Orav were
tied for second place and Bertha
Ripley was fourth. Other contestants
were Edith Nash, Marion Ross and
Kay Waterman. Music was fi
nished by the Camden Troupadours.
Future attractions include, tor Sun
day and Monday; "Tlie Healer;"

A NOTE

This Dizzy Rhyme
should have appeared
Thursday. The next
will be on schedule.

M'LOON SALES & SERVICE
LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND TELS. 730—731

Tuesday, Anna Ncaglc in "Nell
Qwyn;" Wednesday, Lionel Barry
more in "The Mark of thc Vampire "
Irving Johnson of Melrose. Maes ,
is spending thc weekend at Lake
Megunticook.

Thc sale of bed quilts, spreads,
crocheted spreads and other handi
work will continue through week or
Sept. 1 at 56 Washington street,
Oamden. Mrs, F J. Blood.—adv.
105-lt

PHILCO

>/'8O

Drive Carefully... make this

Labor Day a safe holiday’*
thc

Engineer in Evert Gauon

64.95

HOUSE SHERMAN,

INC.

FOR GOOD M/V/NG
MM

-

*■

*

soys

O SOOC OW

buyTydolgasoline
EVERY GAUON CONTAINS TOP 'CYLINDER OIL

Every-Other-Day
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TAI If OF TUF TAU/M

Rebekah Lodge meets Tucs! ALA ur I nt 1 uww da>Miriam
. for sccond
nomlnation of offlcers.

TIRES

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Bept 2—Labor Day
Bept 3 Bnlon- Srhoola open.

Ride While You Pay

Stated communication cf Rockland
Lodge. P.A.M., Tueiduy. Important
urday.
business, work in the Entered Ap
Edward Ripley has moved from prentice degree. Light refreshments.
| All Master Masons Invited.
Knox street to Matinicus.
Monroe Pair next Priday and Sat

Rev. Helen Carlson will preach at
Holmans Chapel. Ingraham HUI. at
2 30 p. m Sunday. Topic, "A Price
less Possession."

The Four Star folks answers are de
ferred unUl Tuesday when a double
lot will be presented. Today's win
ners were Mrs Herbert Curtis. 9
Pine Street, first and Mrs. E. N.
Sylvester. The Bicknell and Miss
Madelyn Rawley. Limerock street,
second.

Clergy appointments announced by
Bishop McCarthy of the Roman
Catholic diocese of Maine include a
change in Rockland. Rev. Frances E
Morrissey who has been assistant at
St. Mary's. Houlton, becomes assist
ant to Rev. Fr. Flynn at St. Ber
nard's; and Rev. Thomas B. Hender
son, who has been assistant here, be
comes assistant at 6t. Mary's. Bidde
ford.
Patrol boats sent out by the Coast
Guard Kickapoo this morning, to
gether with one from the Whitehead
Station made a vain search for a
disabled motor boat owned by
Wendell Flint. Flint, who had man
aged to get ashore at Monroe Island,
came to Rockland for help, and
rescued his companions who were
his son Oscar, aged 7 and Earl Wil
liamson. The disabled boat Is still
missing.
Shirley Temple, the world's fa
vorite juvenile motion picture star,
sings and dances ln "Curley Top,"
which is coming to Strand Theatre for
Sunday. Monday and Tuesday, and
this means the crowds that are al
ways ln evidence when she appears.
Wednesday and Thursday Bette Davis
will be seen in "The Girl From 10th
Avenue," and Friday and Saturday
comes America's comedy king W. C.
Fields in "The Man on the Flying
Trapeze."

Langley U. Morans, son' of Fred
Morang. a well known traveling sales
man, who formerly resided in this
city, has been appointed head coach
of the varsity and freshman cross
country teams at Northeastern Uni
versity.
Morang was captain of
Northeastern's cross country team in
1933 and last year was assistant coach
His older brother, Alrfion, now a
teacher in thc Waltham public schools
is one of the best high Jumpers ever
turned out at the in-town institu
tion. and also captained the track
team.

forget! Again next week
ill be more real bargains in
aning at People's Laundry,
■rock street. Tel. 170. Free
service. "We arc never unadv.
Annual tube sale now on at HouseSherman's. Time to re-tube your
set at a fraction of usual cost —
adv.
104-105

1855

1935

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.
122Stf

Artistic Memorials in Stoine-

position to teach. She motored there
with Mtss Helen Chapman who has
been her guast for the past week and
who was returning to her home in
Cincinnati the trip to Ohio being
made by the way of Canada.

Among interesting features at thc
benefit for Damariscotta Hospital
given at the summer home of Mrs
A R Benedict at Medomak Monday
was a dance program put on by
pupils from the classes of Elise Allen
Corner of this city. Those taking
part were Elaine and Loraine Hall.
Carolyn Denny. June Merrill. Allison
Cummings. Priscilla Weeks. Elsie and
Dorothy Pierce. Margaret Parsons,
and Ann Page. Mrs. Corner’s as
sistant, Miss Florence Molloy, also
participated. Another feature was a
style show staged by Burdell's Dress
Shop, the models being Misses Rose
Flanagan. Rose Whitmore. Elizabeth
Leigh and Mrs. Charles Whitmore

Special Cash Prices

FREE LECTURE SERIES ON HEALTH

IN THE CHURCHES

Saturday and Monday

MAKE LABOR DAY TIRE-SAFE

PROF. LOUIS BLUMER

SEKMONETTE

M'LOON SALES & SERVICE
Authorized
United Motors Service Station

21 LIMEROCK ST.,

ROCKLAND

TEL. 730

The State Theatre baseball team
FRIENDSHIP
plays the Strand-Park team ln this
city tomorrow. And won we know
Mrs. Oould Pitcher of Brockton.
why Manager Dandeneau deferred his Mass.. Is guest of Mrs. Ellis Lawry
vacation.
•
and family.
Mrs. Carrie Sampson of Bath Is
The Portland and Rockland soccer visiting her sister, Mrs. Albion Wot
teams meet at Community Park Sun ton.
day afternoon. It is a contest In thc
Rev. Sidney Packard of BoothMaine State Soccer League, and the bay will preach at the Baptist
visitors are coming here strengthened Church Sunday morning. It will be
for thc occasion.
rememberer, that Rev Mr. Packard
was formerly pastor at the church
Registered Scouts of Troop 2 arc
here, and friends will be pleased to
planning an overnight camp trip to :
have the opportunity to hear him
Spruce Head Leaving Berkeley street
again. It is hoped there may be a
at 2 o'clock Sunday afternoon on
large gathering ao greet him.
bicycles, and returning Monday after- [
noon in time for supper. If stormy,
NORTH WARREN
there will be a regular meeting Mon
day night at 7 o'clock.
Mrs. Clara Oracle was happily-

surprised recently by the arrival ot
her cousins. Mr and Mrs. Charles
Hughes of Haverhill. Mass . and Mr
and Mrs. Arthur Hughes and son of
Quincy. Mass., whom she had cot
seen for several years.
Fred Giacie. son of Mr and Mrs
Herbert Oracle, has returned to
Westfield. Mass., after spending the
Esten W Pcrter of New York who summer with his grandmother.
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson and
is visiting his daughter in Camden
nieces.
Freda and Virginia Moody,
until next Wednesday, was a caller at
The Courier-Gazette office yester; enjoyed a trip to Old Orchard last
day. He tells of a tremendous tide j Thursday.
setting in against the Roosevelt ad- ( Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Oracle and
ministration and expresses a doubt as family have returned to Billerica,
to w hether he would be able to carfy I with Mr Grade's mother.. Mrs. Clara
Mass., following two weeks vacation
many Eastern States.
Two ugly locking spiders which,
however, have an attractive color
scheme of yellow and brown on thelr
broad backs, were found yesterday by
Carl Chaples in the garden owned by
his sister, Mrs. Frank Gregory. They
are at this office awaiting identifica
tion by Norman Lermond.

Oracle.

Breezemere will open Labor Daycelebration with a dawn dance. 12 to
4. c. s. t., Eddie Whalen playing, and
on Monday night will feature the fa
mous Frank Paul with his Casa
Grande Orchestra. Oakland will hold
a dawn dance. 12 to 4. with Lloyd
Rafnell playing, and Monday night
music by Boots and his Night Hawks.

A painter engaged in decorating a
Grove street residence was observed
by the neighbors to suddenly descend
the ladder without touching more
than two rungs. When he reappeared
he presented such an amazing figure j
that the neighborhood was almost
thrown into a panic. The secret
leaked out when it was found that
The final service of the season in Louke had run into a hornet’s nest.
the Little Brown Church, at Round
Announcement is made of the pres
Pond, where Dr. John Sm.th Lowe
entation of Harold Vinal. in read
has been preaching during the sum
ings of his cwn writings at tb! Unimer will be held Sunday at 10:45 a.
versalist vestry. Sept. 10. While Mr.
m . standard time. Holy communion
Vinal is a well known figure in New
will follow the service. The Little
Brown Church has become a sort of York literay circles through his
religious shrine over thc country side own work and as editor of "Voices"
in this locality for people of all de- and has been generous in giving read
nominatins. Friends from far and ings in Vinalhaven during the present
near motor to Round Pond Sundays season, this will be his first public
for the services, and this is particu appearance in Rockland.
larly true of the last service of the
Free delivery service, People's Laun
season. To reach Round Pond from
dry, 17 Limerock street. Tel. 170. Rock
Rockland turn left on route 32 bark
land. Bargains in dry cleaning—all
of Waldoboro. Round Pond is 13
miles from Waldoboro. Dr Lowe will next week —adv.
return to Rockland for the opening
of his own church on Sunday. Sept. 8
’
Thr newspaper cannot make '
Crescent Beach Association tend ' use of announcements of births,
ered a farewell dinner party at the ' marriages and deaths unless ’
' accompanied by the name of ’
Inn Friday night for IMrs. Helen
’ the sender.
Fales and Mrs. Lura Fairs who
have severed their sdmmer residence
at the Beach after a period of more
than 30 years. Fifty or more from
♦
the Beach colony were present. Mrs.
Fales was presenied with a surf scene
palntecl bv Henry A. Howard. George
Sleeper acted as master of ceremonies
❖
for a delightful program which in
cluded a demonstration of modern
dancing by George Sleeper, toe danc
*
ing by Mary Eagan, and singing by
Nathalie Edwards. In response to
It's not only when accidents or ♦
insistent sequerts Edwin Edwards re
*rur
that our ambulance service is J
peated his orize essay. Dancing
followed Mrs. Fales' departure frcm
valuable; it is thc most corafor-^
the Beach is regarded with sincere ❖table way to move invalids or ex-J
regret. Not only has her personality- 4*
4*
❖ pectanl mothers between hospital^,
endeared herself to the colonv but
in all activities pertaining to the wel ❖and home. In charge of skilled at-4.
fare and improvement was she ever ❖ tendants, it is a safe and depcnd-4.
❖
+
present with inspiring ideas and ❖ able form of transportation that is 4.
♦♦♦
generous support. Mrs. Fales and her ❖ not expensive. A telephone rall.j.
sister. Mrs. Lou Fales, left Friday for
❖ will bring the ambulance to you4>
Belmont, Mass., where they will be
•> quickly—bear the number in mind.^
for the present.
A
2

AMBULANCE ii
*♦
SERVICE ♦
i

.t

NORTH HAVEN

A joint chorus of 25 under the direc
tion of Mrs Barke rehearsed Wednes
day at the church for the union
service of the two congregations Sun
day at 9.30 standard. The preached
will be Dr. Endicott Peabody, prinicpal
of the Oroton School. It is hoped
all island people will be present.
After spending the summer in this
town. Mr and Mrs. Leon Staples and
family and Mrs. Staples father. Mr
Maynard, have returned to Stamford,
Conn. where Mr. Staples is superin
tendent of schools.
Marjorie Huse went Wednesday for
a few days viscit in Boston and Taun
ton. She will return to Woodland
Monday to take up her duties as
teacher of French and Latin in thc
St. Croix High School.
Mrs. Grace E. Kirschbaum
Many residents here remember
Mrs. Orace E. Kirschbaum and were
grieved to learn of her death which
occurred Aug. 20 in Winthrop. Mass
Mrs. Kirschbaum was born In this
town and at thc time of heh death
was in her 51st year. During a long
illness she was tenderly cared ior byMrs. H. E. A. ecd at whise home she
died.
After her marriage she lived in
Henniker. N. H, later removing Win
throp. where she made her home for
eight years, and had endeared her
self to many friends. She regularly
attended First Baptist Church and
was a member of the Ladies' Aid So
ciety. She leaves a husband. Frank
lin N. Kirschbaum, a son Philip. 13;
[
a sister. Mrs . T. Reed of Winthrop;
and a brother. George Thurston of
Onset. Mass.
Funeral services were held at
Winthrop cemetery chapel. Rev.
Lewis Williamson officiating. Inter
ment in Winthrop cemetery.
BORN
CROWLEY—At Islesford. Aug. 22. to Mr
and Mrs Allen Crowley, twins, son
and daughter.
NORWOOD—At Hope, Aug 22. to Mr
and Mrs Stephen Norwood, a son.
Stephen Francla.
HARPER—At Knox Hospital. Rorkland.
Aug. 12. to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harper,
a sot|. Keith Leroy.

died
ERICKSON—At Vinalhaven. Aug 29.
Charles O Erickson, aged 61 years, f
months. Funeral Sunday nt 2 o'clock
at the hetne. Interment ln Cumming
cemetery
WING—At Rockland. Aug. 29. Mrs
Umma Wing, aged 62 yeara. 2 month6 days. Services from Russell Funeral
Home Sunday at 2 o'clock.
HERLALA — At Fairfield Sanitarium.
John Herlala of East Union, aged 53
years. 4 months, 10 days. Funeral at
East Union at 2 o'clock today.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Edwin O and
Olva A Syrjala. who was drowned Aug
27. 1933
Dearest loved ones, how iwe miss you.
+
With broken hearts and heads bowed
low,
Only God can know our pain and
sorrow:
We could not live but for that Voice
That blends all hope with tomorrsw.
Mother and sisters, Tima Hlil, Miriam
and Sarah Syrjala.
•

God and Ingraham's llill
After the close of the Civil
War, my father, then pastor of
the First Baptist Church tn
Rockland, held a series of meet
ings In the little school house at
Ingraham Hill. Among others,
three sea captains w-ere con
verted and he baptized them
into that church; an unusual
thing Many years afterward I
knew these men and their fami
lies. Not only were thelr lives
changed but the lives of thelr
families as well.
More than thirty years passed,
and he held another series of
meetings in thc same schoolhouse at which time three
broth.-rs were converted, and
these ln turn brought two others
into the church at Rockland At
least three are dead. Not only
were their lives changed, but
gradually
the
neighborhood
changed. A dance liall at the
shore was given up and the beau
tiful little chapel on the hill was
built.
In seventy years the effect of
those early meetings has never
died out. All the neighbors. In
this delightful suburb of Rock
land, were not church members,
nor become so. but they were* all
better and kinder one toward
another.
My fether loved them and min
istered to them, lived to bury
many of them, and no one knows
better than this writer what won
derfully kind friends and neigh
bors they all were.
William A. Holman.

TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
Starting Sunday, Sept. 8, at 2.15 P. M., and continuing daily at the same hour

through and including Saturday, Sept. 14

Sick Persons of /Ml Sorts and Conditions and All Interested Arc Cordially Invited.

No Admission Charge

At First Church of Christ, Scien
tist. comer of Cedar and Brewster
streets. Sunday services are at 10.30
and the subject of thc lesson-Ser
mon tomorrow will be ‘Christ Jesus."
Sunday School Is at 11.45. Wednes
day evening testimony meeting is at
7.30. The reading room Is located
at 400 Main street, and open week
days from 2 until 5 p. m.
• • • •
First Baptist Church: Rev. Ken
neth H Cassens. pastor Monticello
Baptist Church, speaks at 10:30 on
"Showers of Blessing" and at 7:30
on “They walked with Ood". Church
school at noon and "C. E.” service
at 6:30 p. m. Tuesday's prayer meet
ing at 7:30, topic "What are your
Treasures?”

BURPEE’S
Faneral Service
AND

Funeral Parlors
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmera anJ
Attendant*
John O. Steven*.
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Steven*. Arthur Andrew*

Day or Night Telephone
450
Representative* In all large cltle*
in the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE

TEL. 192

Day and Night Telephone
450
381 MALT ST,

ROCKLAND, ME.
90-tf

No Collection

The Problem Child |
Requires Education

ORD

Reading, Writing, Arithmetic
Not Enough; Retarded Chil
dren Tax Educator’s Ingenuity

t &
ELM -

A. Farrington
Director, Bancroft School;
Secretory, Special School
Anociation
By Dr. E.

14 LIMEROCK ST.,

The education of the retarded or
problem child Involves much more
than teach..,g him to read, write,
spell and do arithmetic. If it is to
succeed it must in
clude every activity I
of hi* waking hcure.

bathing,

Ft

s

AM. LEGION BLDG.

Suits
Coats
Dresses

dressing

4

HOPE

L.

Tliese Bargains

f personal cleanliness,
y

rs

For the Third Succesaive Week We Offer

He must learn how
to take rare of his
body. This may ne
cessitate lessons in

and undressing, eat
ing without assis
tance, caring for his teeth, snd
many other details. Hr must also
acquire a sense of property, and be
able to distinguish between hia be
longing* and those of others. He
must learn to be obedient, to speak
The
Cortrregatlonal
Church the truth, to distinguish between
services on Sunday will be conducted ' right and wrong; also to be polite,
respectful and well-mannered.
bv the pastor. Rev. Corwin H Olds.
Learning ta Play
• • • •
In addition, he must gain selfcontrol, learn to work and play
At St. Peter's Church Rev. E. O.
happily with his schoolmates. <•»Kenyon, services for tomorrow will be mg and taking, or winning and los
Holy Communion at 7:30; Holy ing, without emotional disturbance
Eucharist and sermon at 10:30;
He must begin to develop a sense
of responsibility, and gradually
vespers at 7:30.
learn that the way of life ia
• • • •
through eeaseless adaptation to an
Sunday services at the Pratt ever-changing world.
There arc a few general princi
Memorial M. E. Church. Rev. Charles
E. Brooks: Holy Communion at 10:30; ples that have almost universal ap
Church School at noon; Evening plication in this learning proceas.
The child is usually a slow pupil,
service at 7:30 with hymn sing and or if he is quick, his memory is not
sermon, topic, "At The Border Line ' dependable. Furthermore, he known
Prayer meeting Tuesday at 7:30.
nothing of how to study or even to
apply himself and to concentrate,
• • • •
and he is quite incapable at first of
At the Littlefield Memorial Church keeping to a definite plan or
Sunday morning at 10:30 thc pastor's schedule. For these reasons repe
subject will be "A Personal Quest" tition is a fundamental necessity.
with a sermonette for1 thc children
Thii ii the lizth of a teriei of
Church School at 11:45. Praise article* on the "problem child." Dr.
fervlce at 7:15. subject "A Personal Farrington will reply to ipteitiono
Question." Prayer meeting Tuesday addrened to him nt the Bancroft
School, Haddonfield, N. J,
evening at 7:30.
• • • •

I A. D. DAVIS & SON1
THOMASTON, ME.

(Founder of Naturcopathy)

IV.

Service ta Instantly available.
Experienced attendant* on duty.

The Corner Drug Store Contest
number winners this week are 2375;
❖
2427 ; 2237.—adv.

Boarders are desired by Mrs. Mln.nilie Miles at Sunshine Inn. Tel.
610-W.
104-106

Thia Community to Attend a

New Line of Car Heaters Available On This Plan

A Twilight League double-header,
not previously announced, will be
played in Thomaston Sunday after
noon. between Thomaston and Rock
land. Thc first game will start at
1.30.

Miss Julia Shattuck has returned
to her nursing duties at the home of
The free portraits may be obtained V. A Leach Summer street, after two
at Perry's JIRIn street market all dav , weeks' vacation, the greater part cf
today. They have proven hlghly which was spent ln recovering from
popular with the public.
a badly sprained ankle sustained in
stepping oft a doorstep too suddenly.
Your attendance at the Labor Day
ball games will encourage rhe play
Rand 8mith. pupil of H Welling
ers to get an earlier start next sea ton 8mlth, is to give a sacred recital
at the 8t. John Church in Thomas
son for a bigger and better league.
ton Sunday evening 7:30. Refresh
If anyone Is looking for a good laugh ments will be served after the recital
and unable to And it. place in a yard fn the parish hall, and opportunity
where squirrels frequent a crumpled given to meet the young singer whose
newspaper and then watch for the fun. voice shows much promise for thc
future.
What Is the highest numbered mo
tor car you have seen? Does it beat
The Danvers. (Mass ) team which
the Illinois registration of 1.286,510 was scheduled to play in Camden this
seen by Deputy Sheriff Phillips Thurs afternoon, and ln Thomaston tomor
day night?
row. has been cancelled. There will
be no game this afternoon, but Rock
F Maurice Fish, former warden of land and Thomaston will play a
the Maine State Prison, has an double-header In Thomaston tomor
nounced that he will again seek the row. and Hallowell will play in Cam
: her Iff nomination in Kennebec Coun den.
ty next year.
The Wellington Smith Chorus had
This Is the season when high in the two successful rehearsals in Thomas
trees one hears unfamiliar birds chirp ton last week, on Monday and Thurs
ing migratory calls to their mates; day evenings. The numbers are
and it's often hard to see them, tor whipping into shape and premise to
they are shy and keep close under afford the usual Interest tn thc
cover of leaves.
forthcoming concert slated for Sept.
6 The next rehearsal will be at
The McLoon Saifs and Service Watt's hall Monday at 7.45 p. m.
"Dizzy Rhyme" contest series ap
pears today instead of Thursday as
Miss Alice Sonntag. a graduate of
scheduled TTiose saving the rhymes Miss Wheelock's School of Kinder
should bear this in mind. It will garten Training, left Wednesday for
be printed next Thursday as usual.
Sandusky. Ohio, where she has a

A Cordial Invitation is Extended To All Citizens of

As Little As 44c a Week

(Whites Not Included)

CLEANED AND PRESSED

Large Scale Production By the Biggest Cleaning
Organization in the State Makes These

Prices Possible

Stores In the Principal Cities Of Maine
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?

LABOR DAY

t

ST. GEORGE BASEBALL GROUNDS

+ ♦ + ❖❖+ ♦ ❖❖❖

Owing to Labor Day. the September
meeting of the Sunshine Society Is
postponed one week.

FREE TO THE SICK

BUDGET PAYMENT PLAN

Tlie last church service ot tlie sea
son here will be Sept. 1. Dr Ouy
Robbins of Lowell. Mass, will deliver
BASEBALL—RING EVENTS
the sermon.
PRIZES
ICE CREAM
BEANO
Mr and Mrs. John Marriner were
in Rockport last Sunday evening
HOT DOGS
SODA
CANDY ON SALE
and there called on Mrs Marrlner's
DOUBLE HEADER BASEBALL
cousin. Mrs. Bertha Bartiett.
A son who has named Stephen
Francis was born Aug 22 to Mr and
At 2.00 and 4.00 P. M.
Mrs. Stephen Norwood.
ADMISSION FO* THE DAY—ADULTS 45c; UHILDRUN Hl,
Rev. J. C. Poland of Braintree.
Mass., who is vacationing in Lin J
PLAY AND DANCE IN THE EVENING
colnville, visited Sunday evening at
♦
I. O. O. F. HALL
the home oi Mr and Mrs John Mar ♦
PRICES 15* AND 25c
riner.
4.
Benefit ef St. George Baseball Club
Jeddiah Simmons was in Rockland ♦*❖❖❖❖❖❖<•❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖•>❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖■>❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖•:.
recetnly to attend the Simmons re
union.
Invitations were extended
by
Eileen Payson and Guilford Payson
to an outdoor corn roast to take
place Tuesday evening at thc home
of their parents. Mr and Mr.s. Frank
BETWEEN
Payson, but owing to inclement
weather an indoor party was substi
All Maine Central Stations
tuted. Various games were played
and cake, cookies and lemonade
Ocs Fare
served. Guests were Elnaer Heal,
Bradford Young and Ellen Young of
For Round Trip
Lincolnville; Elmer Davidson of
New York; Nelson Moody of Apple Go AUG. 30-31 or SEPT. 1
ton! Racl-.el Noyes. Marion Hobbs,
Returning to reach
Harleth Hobbs. Oertrude Hardy and
original starting point
Billy Hardy ofthis community.

+

at

BATTERIES

Camden vs. St. George

+

COMING REUNIONS
S Snowdeal family
Llwile Puller's. Bt Oeorge.

Sept

RADIOS

❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖ ❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖ ❖❖

Sept. 3 Warren schools open

Mrs. Emma Wing died at her home
on New County road Thursday night,
aged 62 years. Funeral from Russell
Funeral Home Sunday at 2 p. m. In
Mra. terment ln Rockport.

TWO BARGAINS!
ROUND $5.50 TRIP
BOSTON
OVER
LABOR DAY
FROM ROCKLAND
BY TRAIN

CLARK ISLAND
Sunday school here will be at 9.15.
The assistant superintendent. Mrs.
Emma Harrison, will conduct the
worship service. Vesper service at
6.30 p. m.. with Miss Carol Oardner
of Rockland the guest speaker. The
senior choir will sing "The Old
Rugged Cross ’

GO AUG. 31 or SEPT. 1
Return any time un to 9.30 P. M.
(E.S.T.I Train from Boston Sept. 4.
Tickets good on all Trains Except
Streamlined "Flying Yankee"
I

before midnight of
Sept. 3
Tickets good in coaches
on all Trains, including
Streamlined “Flying Yankee"

Wider tvretve. K Fare

Children •. Fare

Ask Agent For Schedules

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

P” Page Foul "*

TREMONT

DETROITiAUTO PLANTS MAGNET FOR
*.

Every-OtKer-Daf''

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 31, 1935

COLORFUL VACATIONING THRONGS

Mrs Alan Scott and children. Willis
and Ruth of Somerville. Mass., have
returned home after several weeks
visit with Mrs. Scott's parents, Mr !
and Mrs. Jacob Kelley.
A farewell party was held at the
! Mount Derert Island Camp recently
| for Mr and Mrs. Stanley B. Hyde
Mr. Hyde will take up new duties
| Sept. 1. having accepted a call to
j preach in the Federated Church ln
j Ludlow. YJt.

|

A son, who has been named Ernest
was bor.i Aug. 11, to Mr. and Mrs
Ernest Murphy,

Mr and Mrs Merle Tracy and son
1 Henry of Long Island. N Y„ are
J spending a few days with her sister.
! Mrs. I^slle Nelson.

Retail Buyers From All
Wulka of Life Attracted
by Driveaways
DETROIT (Special)— As though
drawn by some Invisible magnet,
tall Texan* ln boots. Southampton
society uisaeS and sun-scorched
plalnsineu front Kansas and the Da
kotas meet and ntlngle at the auto
mobile factories here during the va
cation month*.
The magnet that attracts this com
plete cross-section of 20th Century
American life 1* tbe retail customer
driveaway. Trade authorities esti
mate conservatively that at least
5,000 motorist* from all walks of life
come here every month during the
Summer to take personal delivery
of their new cars, purchased
through their home dealers.
Customer driveaways have In
creased materially this Summer with
generally improved business condi
tions throughout the country. The
driveaway waiting room at one large
factory, the Plymouth plant, resem
bles the transfer station of a trans
continental railway with hundreds

of travelers arriving and departing
on time-table schedules.
Driveswsys Populsr

Officials ln charge assert that
4,000 motorists drove new Plym
outh* home from the factory during
the first six months this year. They
declare that the retail customer
driveaways have climbed to an
average ot 1.500 units monthly thia
Summer as more and more tourists
and vacationists take advantage of
the opportunity to pick up their own
cars at the factory.
With this increased business, the
Plymouth factory has enlarged the
department set-uu to take care of

—IS
Upper left—A view of the driveaway from which several thousand cars
are driven during each summer month. Upper right—Many bring their
pets slong. Lower—A Plymouth purthsser who ha* traveled many mile*.

the retail buyers. The new car ser roads back to their homes, what to
vice department, where every car Is do with their pets while they are go
given special servicing before it is ing through the factory, whether
turned over to the customer, has they have any mail. Officials super
vising the driveaways answer all of
been increased in size.
Arrangements for the driveaways these inquiries and countless others
are made in advance through the as part of their day's work. They
dealers, so that tbe customers can have established a postal service to
obtain delivery within a short time handle the mass of mail arriving
after they call at the factory. As daily to be held for the driveaway
ftost of the travelers want to see motorists.
Adventure Abound*
how their cars are made, the depart
ment provides special trips through
The driveaway waiting room
the factory to accommodate them. teems with romance and adventure.
The driveaway customers come Strangers meet, form hurried friend
here from every state in the Union. ships and part for distant destina
They arrive, bag and baggage, from tions. Others strike up acquaintances
Hollywood studios, Washington lum and discover they are from neigh
ber mills, Florida cane brakes and boring cities. Quite naturally, they
New England hamlets, all seeking plan their driveaways home to
the same thing—a new car already gether.
Famous and prominent motorists
ordered and paid for. The passing
panorama presents a colorful, mov call for their cars at the plant along
ing pageant. Some of the customers with average American families. The
bring their pets—dogs, cats and driveaway workers meet political
dignitaries, business leaders and oc
even canaries.
The travelers ask every conceiv casionally a Hollywood movie star.
able kind of question. They want to Sometimes they are called upon to
know all about their cars, how to get help honeymooners starting their
out of the city, the condition of the life together in a new car.

OUR

OWN

SNAPSHOTS
R T 1 8 I Wm.
ROPPER drew
le caricature of
mperor Hlrohlto
I Japan aptM-artng
a popular niagane. Caption readg "Japan's Ise
■ror gets
Nobel
sace 1‘rlxc.” This
irIo«n brought
otest* from AmLasador Salto In
aahington
and
tuned severe proaU tn the Japan-

STEVE O'NEILI. se
lected for the rest
of the 1935 season to
lead the Cleveland
Indians
Walter
Johnson will act ln
an advisory capacity.

W ARNS OF PUBLIC
ENEMY NO. 1—"The
slick, wont tire on my
right,” says E. W. Beck,
past president ot the
American Society of
Safety Engineers, "la
tbe real Public Enemy
No. 1. Don't take your
vacation in a car equip
ped with tires like this.
The tire on my left ts
good, safe
any ear oi
It’s a U. S.

COMPLETELY COVER
ED with water, this Cal
rod cooking unit from a
modern Hotpoint electric
range glows on, without
duniag'*. snd makes the
water boll. Engineers of
the Hotpoint Company,
of Chicago, conducted
this interesting experi
ment to test the efficien
cy of the unit under extreme conditions. It pass
ed—with Hying colors'.

E. P. CRAMER,
advertising

man,

admits to the Sen
ate Lobby Com
mittee that
be
urged the utfllty
companies to
start a whisper
ing campaign that
President Rooae-

OUR HOMEMAKERS I

NEW CLASSES FOR

SPRINGFIELD SHOW

♦ ♦ ♦♦
FOOD FOR THOUGHT

By Carrie J. Williams, Cen
tral Maine Power Co., Home
Service Department.

Say It With Marshmallows
The addition of marshmallows in
home frozen desserts is an excellent
way to Insure smoothiness. One
reason for this is that they add sweet
ness. so that little or no sugar is
needed. One famous brand ot marsh
mallows has Just published a whole
new family of recipes.
Marlows

Oinger Nut \dnrlow — 8ixteen
Rev Roy Moody will a-sume 8ept marsiunallows. one-fourth cup water,
15 duties as director of religious edu one-half
cup preserved
ginger,
cation and young people's work in chopped fine, one-half cup nutthe larger parish.
meats. chopped, one half pint cream
Mr and Mrs Milton Kittredge and Melt marshmallows with water. Re
young daughter. Patricia of Lagrange move from range, add ginger and
recently visited Mr. Klttredges nuts and chill well. Beat the cream
parents. Mr and Mrs W. H Kit and fold Into the first mixture.
tredge. for a few days
Freeze without stirring Serves six
Mrs. Leslie Nelson and Mrs. Philip | Apricot Marlow — Twenty - four
Lyford gave a birthday party Tues- marshmallows. 1 1-3 cups apricot |
.1
day evening for their children, Lewis puree. Juice large orange, one-half I
Nelson and Frances Lyford, at the
cream, one-half teaspoon alMount Desert Island Camp. Suppe- mond Mtraet. Melt marshmallows
1 numbered among other items on the J on rant!e wlth o„e-third cup of
menu
an attractively decorated puree
add orange Julce and
birthday cake made by Mrs Vest,.
of puree>
ghnond extract
Oott Swimming was enjoyed In the, and chU, whlp WMUn gnd ,old mt0
afternoon and later the young peopl* mature Freeze without stirring,
danced Mrs Nelson supervised the,
.. .. .
MallobeU
effective decorative scheme.
,
_
Mr and Mrs Clarence Smith had
^P^ry Mallobei^Twenty-four
as recent guests Miss Josephine Lar- marshmallows. I pint raspberries. 3
rine of Philadelphia and Mr and tablespoons lemon Juice, two egg
Mrs Wilbur Bassett and daughter
one-sigh* teaspoon salt.
Marjorie, of Marblehead. Mass
Cnish b*rrle5 and m*it marshmal____
! lows in small amount of fruit. Add
('Dncc werv
remander of fruit, lemon Juice, salt.
L»KU3b lNLCK
>and frew
mush ,n refrigerator
Mr

and

Mrs.

~
Walden

Masten

' tray.

Whip eggs stiff, and fold into
gnd

have returne to . ut >.
freeze again to mush. Stir again and
EW classes coupled with entries by the leading exhibitors and stables of the United States and Canada
Mr and Mrs William Thome and rnufn tQ
give added importance this year to ths Springfield Horse Show, conducted ln connection with the Eastern
daughter Luella were
Portland
Umon Mallobet - Twenty - four
States Exposition In Sprlnxfield, Mass., from Sept 15 to 21 inclusive. In addition to classes for harness horses
and ponies, three and five galted saddle horses, hunters and Junipers and polo mounts, numerous innovations
visitors recently.
marshmallows, five-eights cup water.
such as "Gay Nineties," masquerade, chlldien's horsemanship and an Olympic equestrian class are included.
Mrs. Aaron Nash of West Waldo- one-half cup lemon juice, dash salt,
boro and Mrs. Mertie Booth of two egg whites, one-eighth teaspoon
Kaler's Comer were guests Sunday grated lemon rind. Melt marshmalWALDOBORO
of their sister Mrs Alfred Waits.
lows with watr. Add lemon Juice,
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Keene of
Mrs. Harvey Simmons has returned rind, salt and freeze to mush in tray. Roxbury. Mass., are visiting Mr. and
home after visiting relatives in Beat egg whites stiff and fold into Mrs. L. T. Weston.
41 1
5
mixture. Return to tray and con
Bath
»•
2
1
7
5
b
Mrs. Ralph Lovell and Miss Mari
tinue
freezing,
stirring
once
more.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Eugley and
lyn Lovell have returned to San
10
ii
9
Marsbices
Miss Celia Eugley of Kaler's Comer
ford.
Orange Marsh Ice — Twenty-four
and Anderson Creamer of Back
A
14
Dr. and Mrs. J. B Nicholson have
12
Ib 17
15
j Cove were guests Sunday of Mr. and marshmallows, one pint orange Juice.
been
visitors
ln
Haverhill.
Mass.
j four tablespoons lemon Juice, one-,
Mrs. Alden Waltz.
ife
ll
1^ i 20
Miss Orace A. Yorke and Mrs. Al
Mrs. Fannie Waltz of West Wal- , eighth teaspoon salt, one-fourth teabert
Riley
were
recent
guests
of
Mrs.
doboro and Mrs. Stanley Waltz of spoon orange rind. Melt marsh23
24
25
2b
Ann Arbor. Mich, called on mix- mallows on range m four tablespoons Howard Sollenberger at her sum
VAN
29
27
2.0
tives here Monday.
orange Juice. Add other ingredients mer home in Medomak.
Mrs. Mary G. Elkins has been at
Miss Marguerite Simmons is visit- Freeze to mush in tray. Stir once
1
‘ii
32
55
34
1
the home of Miss Clara S. Gay at
I ing her aunt Mrs Carrie Wallace of and continue freezing.
Martin’s Point for a few days' visit.
1 Broad Cove.
Marflipa
3b
35
Mrs. Eldora Gross spent Tuesday ! Chocolate Creaip Marfhp Forty
Mrs. C. B Stahl president of the
57 58
I 59
with Mrs. Emily Winchenbach ot marshmallows, two squares choco Lincoln County Union of Women's
40 41
late, one cup boiling water. Melt. Clubs. Mrs. L. T. Weston. Mrs H. R.
West Waldoboro.
4l
4b
44 i 45
43
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Jobln and chocolate and marshmallows in one- Smith and Mrs. J. T Oay attended
fourth
cup
of
the
water.
Add
rest
of
the annual meeting of the Lincoln
niece. And Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
47
50
49
dw
Waltz were ln Belfast Monday on j water and cook for fifteen minutes. Home Association held Monday ln
w
Pour Into clean, hot Jar, cover and Newcastle.
a visit.
$1
52
53
54
Miss Addle Geele is guest of her keep in refrigerator until ready to
Mrs. Esther Gross and two children
1 5b
sister Mrs. Walden Masten of Nut- use. Then add three tablespoons to who have been visiting relatives in
55
57
58
59
eauh cup of cold milk and a little town for several weeks have returned
ley. N. J.
chipped ice. Shake vigorously. This to New York.
feo
bl
bh
syTup mal also be used as a sauce for
Miss
Marcia
Blaney
was
a
recent
ORFFSCORNER
fc>5
r
Ice cream or sponge cake.
Portland visitor.
Orange
Cream
Mart
lip
—
Nine
Howard Tisdale recently spent a
Dr. and Mrs. A H. Hammond have
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
VERTICAL (Cont)
few days with his parents, Mr. and marshmallows, two cups milk, IH been at Moosehead Lake and in Port
1-Knocks
50- Rant
cups orange Juice. Melt marsh
13-Plot*
Mrs. Charles Tisdale.
land for a few days.
6A
month
(abbr.)
51-Twitchlng of
16- lntend*
mallows in one cup milk. Combine
Mr and Mrs. Louis Sidelinger of
9-Grecian island
muscle*
17- Amniunition
Mr and Mrs. Ora Morrill, Miss
with rest of milk and chill. Add
11Country
of
Europe
52- Railroad timber
19—Child (Contemptu
Portsmouth. N. H„ are visiting Mr.
| chilled orange Juice and shake vig Gracia and Miss Bernice Morrill of
12- Hor*e-power (abbr.) 54- Portugue*e coin
ous)
Sidelinger's brother. Albee Side
Winslow have been guests of Mrs.
14Melody
55- Science (abbr.)
21-To name o< e by one
orously. Serves four.
linger.
15- Merit
Gracia D. Libby.
56- lndigent
22- Engli*h titli
16- Mother
57- Man's name
Henry Meyer and daughter. Miss
24-Baby beds
Mtss Lila Hopkins has returned
18-Linen
vestment
59-Royal
Navy
(abbr.)
26-One who gone
ISLESFORD
Mildred Meyer have returned to
from Plymouth.
20-Minute Invertebrate 50-Diving birds
rapidly
Dorchester. Mass., accompanied by
animal*
61-Carouae
28—Rob
Murray Simmons of Union spent
Benjamin Olidden of Boston is
22By
63Prong
Mr. Meyer's brother Emil Meyer
30-Fur-bearlng animal
a few days recently at the home of visiting hts father E A Glidden.
23- Solid refute from
64- Worthleee plant
32-Superlatlve suffix
who has been their guest.
Fred Stewart and Miss Emily
A. J. Bryant.
wine-making
34-Etruscan god
Miss Cecile Woodcock of Lewis
25-Factor*
(Biol.)
36- Railway attendants
The family of Calvin Alley are Stewart of Portland have been visi
VERTICAL
ton has been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
2o-Ridge
37- Memento
tors at the home of Mrs. Theresa
occupying the Jones cottage.
27-Heavenly bodice
38- Heroic poem
Calvin Bragg.
Miss Annette Le Beele of Beverly. Keene and Mrs. Nellie B Wade.
29- Shell that fall* to
1- Red Cross (abbr.)
40- Distant
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tisdale and
Mr
and
Mrs
Lewis
Sidelinger
of
explode
2A
constellation
41- Not at any tlm*
Mass., is visiting at the home of Mr.
daughter Barbara and Miss Mildred
30Unfastena
3Prefix.
Around
42- Steeps, aa flax
Portsmouth. N. H , Albee Sidelinger,
and Mrs. A. J. Bryant.
31- Affirm
4- Pierce
44-Small candle
Elwell were recent callers at the
Alton Brown and family have Mrs. Lila Lovejoy and Mrs. Martha
33-Melting pote
5- Short gaiter*
46-Check
home of Mr. and Mrs. Z. G. Mank ln
35-Frantle
6- Organs of hearing
moved to Norman Stanley's house. Benner have been on a trip to Bar
48- Solltary
North Waldoboro. Mrs. Mank is a
37-One who relates
7- Faaten
49- Regenerate
Mr. Brown is here on a picket boat. HaPbor.
39-Angle
In
a
fort
8A
weight
measure
former pastor of the Orff's Comer
52- Not long distant
Mrs. Lucy Robinson of St. George,
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Crowley
42Reject
(abbr.)
53- Wandcr
Church and has many friends here.
Mrs.
Ernest
Robinson
and
Jack
(Ruth Bryant) are receiving con
43- Rodent
10- Relieved
56-Hawaiian food
A delightful picnic was recently
RobinSop
of
New
Jersey
were
recent
45-Allude
11One
who
withdraws
58-Look
gratulations on the birth Aug. 2*2, of
held at Rockland City Farm, Mrs.
47- A nome of Greece
guests of Mrs. Florence Shuman.
from a union
CO-Military title (abbr.)
twins, son and daughter.
48- 011 from rose petals 12- A cut of pork (pl.) 62-Lord (abbr.)
Laura Leonard, the matron, being
Mr. and |Mrs. Nelson Thompon
The youngest daughter of Mr. and
hostess. Mrs. Leonard, a former
have returned to Dorchester, Mass
(Solution to Previous Puzziei
Mrs. Alvah Bunker, is ill at the Mt.
resident of this place, has invited the
Mrs. Earle Spear and Miss Doro
SOUTH WARREN
Desert Island Hospital.
thy Spear have returned from a visit
Farm Bureau, of which she was a
Mrs. W. J. Faulkner and daugh
in Rockland and Warren.
member, to meet with her once a
ter Charlotte have returned to
Mrs. Lula Libby, Mrs. Emma Nor
Mrs. Gordon Benner and son
year for picnic, and these gather
Bangor after passing the summer
Donald ot Malden. Mass., are guests wood and Miss Zetta Jordan were en
ings are greatly enjoyed. At noon
with Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Jordan.
tertained at luncheon and bridge
of J. V. Benne".
the group gathered on the lawn
Mrs. Mildred Jarvis and son
Mr. and Mrs Walter Sturrock of Monday at Mrs. Ada Spear's.
where tables 'were set for the din
Jimmy, have returned home, fol Providence are visiting Mrs. SturC. J. Copeland's buildings are being
ner, after which everyone joined in
lowing several weeks' visit with her rock's mother. Mrs Nellie Overlock.
painted ivory with green trimmings.
singing old lime favorites led by
parents at Addison.
Bobby Kane was the winner of the
Miss Cora Merry, with guitar ac
Elwin Packard of East Winthrop,
MT. and Mrs. Russell Hadlock of bicycle in the contest sponsored by
companiment. Before leaving all
Milton, Mass., are visiting Mr. Had- the Orange Crush Company of which accompanied by hls mother and sister,
were invited to visit with the
lock's mother, Mrs. Orace Had Roy Mack is the representative in called Sunday on his former teacher.
dwellers. Miss Merry and others
lock.
i
this section. Bobby is only 7 and was Miss Alcada Burnham.
singing the hymns they requested.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner and chil the youngest contestant.
Donald
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Jordan, Zetta
dren of Dorchester, Mass., have Moore won the fourth prize, a base Jordan, Mrs. Ada Spear and Mrs. C.
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur ball glove.
H. Woodcock enjoyed a picnic at
Olson,
Tnompson's shore Tuesday, the main
MAINE FAIR DATES
feature of which was hot boiled'
lobster.
CLARK ISLAND
Aug. 31-Sept. 2—South Windsor.
WASH DAY
Sept. 2-4—Bluehill.
Miss Hilda Morse Is guest of 1'er
And other rectal diseases
Sept. 2-5—Presque Isle.
TENANT S HARBOR
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Morse.
DRUDGERY
Treated Without Pain
Sept. 2-7—Lewiston.
William Davis has bought a motor
'
WORK HNS
boat.
Sept 10-11—Unity.
Barbara J. Lothrop of Brunswick
or Loss of Time
U//TH COLD WATCH
Mrs. Elizabeth Hinckley and grand
Sept 10-12—Machias.
is spending a week with her grand
JUST SOAK OUT
son of Stony Creek, Conn., have re
Sept. 17-19—Cherryfleld.
mother, Mrs. Mary Simmons.
THC DIRT
turned home following a visit with
Sept. 17-19—Farmington.
Mrs. Everette Spaulding Is passing
TEL im
her sister, Mrs. Joseph Baum and
Sept. 24-26—Union.
a vacation at the Meservey home
33 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND

N

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE]

PILES

AIR CONDITIONING FOR EVERYBODY—Carroll
Sudler, (left) Northern Illinois FJLA. Director, hears
about the new machine little larger than a suitcase
that operates with radiator heat to condition a six
room house, and costs little more than half the price
ot an electric refrigerator. He Is shown with Martin
J Beim, (right) vice-president of the American Ra
diator Co- developers of the machine, at a preview
in thr Stevens Hotel, Chicago, this month, attended
by more than LOW housing experts.

..A.’

DR. JAMES KENT

other relatives here.

,

Oct 8-10—Topsham.

stead.

I27

Evety-OtKer-Daf
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| SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY AT STRAND

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
I
What our Ughtkrepers and coast guardsmen are doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
Maine's waterfront.
Night. « Krey sky. a shunt I y ms.
Th* soft beginning of the rain;
Black on the horlsun. >allh that wan*
Into the distance mistily

ROCKVILLE

Page Five
PLEASANT POINT

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY |

A clam chowder and other line
Miss Oertrude Havener of Rock
edibles were served Friday evening a-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------si
port b visiting Mbs Dorb Hall.
Mbs Olive Tolman has returned at the home of Mrs. Lawrence Stlmp-|
after spending a few days with Miss son to a group of friends including
Mrs. Bertha Orne. Howard Orne. BerMarcia Farwell In Rockland.
nice Orne, George Cazallb. Rodman
Mrs. Vlole Willey and son Harold
Fllnchbaugh, Donald PUnchbaugh. I
of Skowhegan are vblting her mother William Donahue. Mr. and Mrs. I
Mrs. Annie Bucklin for a week.
Alonzo Seavey. Carl Young, Richard
Mrs. P. C. Maloney has been with Cooper. Mrs. Leslie Young. Mrs. Law- (
Miss Eliza Steele ln Northport for a rence Stimpson, Gwendolyn Stimpson
short time.
and Roland Stimpson.
Rev. and Mrs Maurice Dunbar of j
Four friends from Norfolk. Va. ar- ■
Spruce Head passed Wednesday
rived Friday to vbit Mrs Donald
afternoon and evening with Mr. and I
Fllnchbaugh at her cottage here.
Mrs. E H. Perry. They are leaving j
Guy Donahue, who returned Monday
soon for their home ln Attleboro. R. I.
to Springfield, accompanied by hb
Mrs. Fannie Brewster returns to son William, has been spending the
night after a two weeks' vblt with summer with Rodman Fllnchbaugh
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Flood at Holl- j
Mrs Fannie Davb entertained the
day Beach.
Busy
Workers Club Bt her home re
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Olbson of
Stoughton. Mass., are occupying J. S. cently.

younger brother, Hollb, underwent
tonsil operations al tlie Hanscom
Hospital ln Machias, and are both
The tide la rising. I can hear
getting along fine.
The aoft roar broadening far along; I
Mrs. James Sprague and guests
It crle* and munnun In my ear
,
A alMpy old forgotten song
—Bymona • from New York were callers last
a « • a
week on Mrs. Jasper Chenney. Mr
Cape Nrdduk
and Mrs. Raymond Bradley and
WeU, here we are again after a Miss Margaret Mahar of Lubec were
busy two months. I do not know Just weekend guests of Mrs Chenney.
where to begin.
Keeper and Mrs. Wass. with their
Uncle Elmer's two sister-in-laws. son Arnold, are home following a
Ranlett's cottage on Chickawaukie
Gwendolyn Stimpson has returned
Misses Ruth E and Vera Lawson and few days leave of absence which
Lake
home after a few weeks passed with
their escorts were here to see us they spent at Brooksville where the
Mbs Elizabeth Eells of Fitchburg, relatives in Friendship.
recenUy and later hls brother Ollie's Latter Dav Saints Church holds Ils
ROCHELLE HUDSON and JOHN BOLES art romantic in SHIRLEY
Mass., nas been guest of Mr. and
widow. Mrs O. I Hersklnd and Miss reunion each year. Between 300
TEMPLE'S joy package of turpruet, “Curly Top,” her new Fox Film picture,
Richard Cooper of Wayne, Pa., who
Elizabeth OaUoway visited us. Their and 400 were present al the gath
Mrs Roy Tolman.
•h: h it ribboned with tunny tong, dance and laughter.
has txrn staying at Lawrence Stimp
mother. Mrs OaUoway. was on the , ering. Last Sunday was an eventful
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Kellar and
James Gleason fares imprisonment, hls wife ZaSu Pitt*' wrath and a boat
"Curly Top" opens with scenes in i threaten. It's always 8hlrley who daughter Olenice have returned to son's the past three weeks, has
Point. They are coming later and day as there were three services, a
returned home.
Melba Ulmer, of laugh-provoking complication* when this horse, owned by J. M. Kerrigan,
an orphanage where 8hirley b the ir- i heals the breach,
spend the day with us.
Milton, Mass., after vblting Mrs a visitor for a week at the 8tiinipson
baptism of ten adults and children,
saves the day running true to hi* dope sheet. William Slavens M. Nutt wrote
repressible cut-up lorever getting in- ] Five sparkling tunes, all with music
Mrs Coleman went to Bath on and a beavtlful wedding.
Kellar's sisters Mrs. Nellie Perry home, has returned to Waldoboro.
thi* rare track comedy, which was produced with Margaret ( allohan and
to trouble and forever laughing her- by the versaUle Ray Henderson were
business in July and stayed overnight I
and
Mbs
Mabel
Oxton
and
other
Chester Colberth. Jr., of Bucks
Leslie Young, Clyde Young, Law Russell Gleason in the romantic leads.—adv.
ln Yarmouth with Mr. and Mrs. Harbor passed a short time here re self out of it. John Boles, the mil- j especially written for 8hlrley and the relatives in Rockport and Rockland.
llonaire patron of the orphanage other members of the cast. Topping
Charles Knight. She had another cently.
Mr. and Mrs Mark Smythe and rence Stimpson and Laurice Nichol
MARTINSVILLE
SPRUCE HEAD
foot treatment by Dr. F A. Parisi j A picnic supper was given on the adopts the child, who has won hb J them are "When I Orow Up", "The daughters Ruth and Dorothy called son passed last weekend in Portland
heart with her gaiety and wholesom- j Simple Things In Life", and Shirley's
and she Is much better. The foot'
Lawrence Lufkin of Rockland was
lawn Aug. 20 in honor of the Joint ness. But he also has to adopt her own tune. "Animal Crackers in My on Mrs Nellie Perry this week.
Mrs Alice M Hodgdon of Hamp
Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Beal
does not swell as badly, altho she
Mrs. James Moran and sons James a vbitor here recently.
birthdays of Gleason Colberth and pet pony, her duck and her lovely Soup"
den Highlands b visiting her sbter,
has had It strapped up since Febru
(Kathryn
Andrews)
of
White Head
Arnold Wass. Three birthday cakes j grown sbter, Rochelle Hudson. In j Jane Dorwell and Esther Dale are and Donald have been spending the
Mrs Sarah Seavey has been in 111 Mrs Joel Hupper
ary.
are
receiving
congratulations
on the
week
with
her
mother
Mrs.
Edward
and home-made candy had a promi the bargain. The ensuing scenes of prominent In the supporting cast of
health.
Mr and Mts Roger E Salmon and
We were surprised and pleased
birth. Aug. 11 of a daughter, Janice,
nent position among refreshments | the film show how a romance grows "Curly Top" which was directed by Eaton In Rockland. Mr. Moran Joined
recently to have as guest at the Light
Mbs Liffle Young and Mrs. Ansel family tigve relumed to Maplewood. J at Rockland.
them Thursday to remain over the
and a Jolly good time was provided up between John Boles and Mbs J Irving Cummings.
Stevenson Corey, hls father 8. H
Orne
were in Washington for a visit N. J
for the boys and guests Arnold re Hudson and reaches Its happy climax
This picture will be seen Sunday, weekend. They will return to
Capt. Aaron Wall has bought the
Corey and sister Helen. It was fine
Misses Eleanor and Jeannette Mor
last
weekend.
And. when rifts or mbunderstandings j Monday and Tuesday —adv.
Hyde Park after Labor Day.
Farrington
Hart estate and b mak ion returned Wednesday to Ozone
to meet him after reading ln Tbe ceived a new Elgin bicycle as a gift
MT.
and
Mrs.
A.
B.
Sides,
daugh-j
Mr.
and
Mrs
Jesse
Abinet
and
chil

ing extensie repairs. A. K Meservey
Courler-Oazette last winter hb from hb parents.
, Park. N Y , after pas lng two weeks
Capt. and Mrs. William Merritt. starting out with a party on a blind and made other repairs during hb ter Virginia and son Andrew of dren and Mrs. Betty Watts and and William Pease the workmen.
articles on Little America Mv wife
Waban. Mr. and Mrs Arthur (Math- j friends of St George were guests Sunat their summer home here.
Mrs.
Plorilla
Wass.
Mbs
Merritt
of
run?
If
not
Just
try
it
and
get
a
kick
stay
here.
still reminds me that she boated
Mrs Elizabeth Marshall. Mrs John
South Portland, and Mr. and Mrs out of life. This party got stranded
Oood luck to all Keepers and erson of Richmond. Va.. and Mrs day at James Seavey's.
them over.
Easton and Mbs Martha Easton have
Mr and Mrs Edfcar Newhall and
Casey of Bath were recent guests of
Har land Davb has returned home returned to their homes after 'evera! two children of Rockland were sup
Miss Angle L. Pulslfer teacher at 8ewell Merritt and daughter of but it was like the stories we read— families.
George
L.
Sides.
following a lew days' vbit with hb weeks stay at their summer residence per guests Tuesday of Mr and Mrs.
the Edward Little High School In Somerville. Mass., spent a few hours it ended right side up and all hands
Charles P. Tolman gave a supper grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawreston on The Ridge.
Auburn spent a weekend with us and j Aug 24 at the home of H H Wass enjoyed the day
L. R Tlnney.
WHITEHEAD
party Monday in honor of hb sb Creamer in South Cushing.
was pleased with light house life, ln' ln Machias
• • • •
Mrs A. I. Stuart of Bath I* vblt
Mrs. Francis Russell and two
Mrs A. E. Hall and children of ter and brother-in-law. Mr and Mrs
the summer anyway. She taught at i
Saddlrbark Ledge
ing relatives In this community.
daughters
are vblting for two weeks
William
Daulton
of
Amherst.|
Morse High ln Bath at the time Mrs
Portland Head
Miss Marguerite Watts b guest of with Mrs. Russell's patents. Mr and
APPLETON MILLS
Back on duty again after a 16-day Hartford, who have been spending
Mass
.
who
are
returning
to
their
Coleman attended (a long time ago»
her sbter. Mrs Oardner Wall at Mrs L. C Elwell. Mr Russell wlll
Mr. Jacobson of East Deering and leave, spent mostly In Lubec. We the month of August at the home of
Miss Eunice Melzard came with her South Portland b at the station for vblted Capt Larrabee at West Quoddy H Andrews recently vblted for a home after several weeks sjient in
Tlie annual picnic ot Oolden Rod Orange. Mass
join hls family Sept 10 when they
parents Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Melzard a short time
Mrs. Wesley Wincapaw and daugh leave tor Louisiana, thetr future
Light, met Keepers Marston and Ash Veek with Mrs J. W. Kelley at Rockport. Other guests were James Rebekah Lodge was held Sunday at
Wilson of Hudson. Mass, Mbs South Pond. Warren. The number ter. Mrs Norman Colomy. and Mrs.
to spend a weekend at the Light and
Mrs. Helen P. Strout of Portland ley of the Channel Light and vblted Spruce Head.
home.
stayed with her grandmother. Mrs vblted the station recently.
in Calab. St. Stephen. Eastport and
Mrs George Snow has returned to Beulah Barter. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse attending li, was exceptionally small Edw. Qrlndle have been at Wesley
Mrs. John Kelley was hostess at
Mary P. Ingham, who is spending
Wlncapaw's for a vblt
Spruce Head after passing several Winthrop of Rockport; Mr. and owing to Inclement weather.
A. W. Hathorn of St. Oeorge was a Cutler.
Ht'.dge Wednesday evening, honors
Mrs
Joseph
Rockwell,
Springfield.
the summer here.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Knapp
of
Mr
and
Mrs
Joshua
Wentworth
!
recent guest of P. O Hilt.
The work being done at Eastport on days as guest of Mrs Cliff Elwell.
going to Mrs. L. R T.nney of Quincy,
Oeorge Spencer. New York city; Miss
Mrs Charles L. Knight and daugh- j Arthur Harlow returned to hb
have moved to the Proctor house. Needham. Mass . have returned home Mass Late lunch was served.
the Quoddy project came in for its
Mr. and Mrs Everett Wall. Mr and
Polly Walker. Rockland. Mass.; Mbs
Mr.
and
Mrs
Harding
S.
Cold
at

ter Rosa M called here on their way South Portland home Wednesday
Dr. Tuttle b moving to the Berry
share of attention from us artd we Mrs. H. Robbhaw and children. Mr
Florence Bolduc and Mrs. Emma
Mrs. Hein Wilson entertained
tended the funeral of Mr Colds
home from Taunton. Mass., where He substituted for Mr Sterling dur- !
looked it over thoroughly.. There b and Mrs. Peyler of Rockland. Mr. and
property.
father, Samuel B. Cold at Deer Isle. i recently at a bridge luncheon at her
Carlson of Rockville.
they had been vblting Mrs Knight's Ing the latter's trip to Bar Harbor
quite a laige crew on the Job there. Mrs Edwin Keizer and Levi Keizer
Several buildings in town are j Mrs. Prank Crockett and family cottage here, guests being Mrs.
sister. They stayed until Sunday. and Manset.
We met Major Fleming of the Army of Thomaston were vbltors Sunday
shining with new coats of paint,1
have returned -to Douglas. Mass.
Margaret Tlnney and Mrs Jennie
After everyone had retired Friday
P. W. Morong. Mr Leighton. Mr Engineers at the Lubec Orange where at Edw Feyler's on Rackllffe Island
FRIENDSHIP
among them the high school build- I
Phillips ol Quincy. Mass; Mrs.
night but Mrs Knight and Posie. a Lane and guest of South Portland ■
he gave a very interesting talk on
lng. and the homes of Albert Slier- | Annual tube sale now on at House- Nellie Thomas of Oakland; Mrs.
Donald Coffin of the Coast Ouard
car honked on the Point and called were among recent callers.
Mrs. C. Harry Mason recently gave j
the project.
was
at
the
Rifle
Range
ln
Wakefield.
Sherman's. Time to re-tube your Eugenia Oodfrey and Mrs. Callie
me out of bed We had seven at the
a bridge party at the Mayflower Inn man and Barclay Miller.
Mr and Mrs E II. Robinson of
While ln Calab we met Keeper El Mass , last week.
in honor of Mbs Sara E Mack of j Arthur Sprowl has been 111 thb [ set at a fraction of usual cost.— Morrill. The party attended Park
house then and when I went over New York were guesls Sunday and
adv.
104-105 Theatre in the evening.
found five more. My brother Andrus Monday of Mrs. Hilt. They motored lison Small and attended Pomona
Mrs. J. W. Kelley and son have New York. Among the guests were week.
L. Coleman, half brother Milan O to 8t. George Monclay afternoon which met with the Lubec Orange— been on a vblt to Biddeford Pool and Mrs. Shriner, Mrs C. C. Gleason, Mrs.
a large crowd attended and we had a
Leonard hb wife and daugh Wr and
Portsmouth, N H. Courtland was Rae. Mbs Rae. Mbs D. Mason. Mrs
and were accompanied by their son
dandy time.
WalWr Norton of Bath. We rear John.
taken to the U. 6 Marine Hospital ln j Nathan Drout, Mrs Torr Mrs. Law
Mrs. W W. Welb. Mbs Imogene Deering for x-rays.
ranged sleeping quarters and after
and Miss Marlon Weaver. A buffet,
Adora Hilt and Martha Sterling
a lunch settled everyone to sleep,
supper was served.
Carlton and Mbs Sarah Knowles ac
Capt. and Mrs. A H. Calder and }
attended Good Timers picnic Wed
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry and
but had to put one on the porch My
companied on the return trip during
nesday at the home of Mrs. Charles
children who have been vblting Mr !
nephew Stanley R. Coleman slept ln
daughter, Eda. and Mrs Lizzie Miller
which we vblted three hours in
Sterling. Peaks Island. An enjoyable
and Mrs H. Andrews for several days.!
motored to Portland last week.
the kitchen Since then he has slept
Bangor, then proceeded to Oardlner
day was spent.
have returned to Isles of Shoab
Clyde Brown and Clayton Olivet
every night on the porch. Stanley
via Newport. At the Capitol In Au
Mrs. W. R. Sterling entertained
Miss Nancy Calder underwent a
were in North Waldoboro recently
came back with Mrs Coleman and
gusta the girls were much interested
tonsil operation recently at Ports
Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs
in
where they called on Mr. Oliver's
has put on weight and has certainly
ln the Museum and Hall of Flags.
mouth Hospital.
Prank
C.
Dow
of
Portland,
Mrs.
W
learned how to handle a boat |
father, Llewellyn Oliver, who is in
They climbed to the top of the dome.
C. Dow and sbter, Sai ah W. MacMr and Mrs Oeorge A Stover and 1U health.
Recently he celebrated hb birthday
Adam of Melrose, Mass , Katherine J Pleasant Pond, about three miles children, guests for the past month
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
and was heard to remark lt was "The
D. Smith of Norwlchtown, Oonn.. out of Gardiner, we found to be a nice at the H. Andrews home, have re served a public supper Friday even
best 14th birthday he ever had."
place for swimming. Before leaving
turned to Baltimore.
ing at the K. of P., hall with fine
Mr and Mrs Leon W. Cooley and Misses Elizabeth and Marion Sterling
that city we made a vblt at the old
of
Peaks
Island.
Earl Webster and Mr. Wagner ] results. The committee thanks all
son Leigh of Worcester. Mass. called
Gardiner Mansion, and later con
Wherv MrSterllng came in widh
who contributed to Its success.
on us recently. It has been two years
tinued to South Oardlner where the government machinbts. are at the
the
startling
news
"Will
Rogers
and
Llewellyn Oliver and Chester
since their last vblt here.
Lighthouse
and
working
on
,the
<
writer used to work some years ago.
Brown
were guests 8unday of friends
‘‘Sunny Jim" (Carroll Richardson) Wiley Post killed in Alaska plane
machines in the whistle house.
We were entertained Saturday night
in Thomaston where picnic lunch was
and sbter, Margaret, and friends crash,” for a few seconds we were
Mrs. Mabel Beal, of Beab. Is a! enjoyed and a pleasant time passed.
called on us Sunday.
They are silent. We had always been on the at tlie home of Mr. and Mrs Raymond
Mrs. Prank Alley's for several weeks'
Carleton
where
there
was
music,
tap
Mrs. S. Bernhardt and daughter,
friends of friends of ours, and we spot to tune in for Will Rogers on
stay at the Light.
Mbs Sara and Mbs Emma Bernhardt
have been expected them all summer the air, for we enjoyed hb style of dancing, eats and drinks. The fol
Mrs Daniel Farnsworth and child will return to New York on Labor
and they finally arrived. Wc had entertaining and will greatly mbs lowing day we started for Rockland,
16 at dinner Sunday and served that now silent voice. He gave the and having no compass aboard, got on motored to Jonesport recently, ac Day. They have vblted many scenic
steamed clams, sandwiches cookies > public a chance to laugh and forget, the wrong road twice.
companied by Misses Adeline Kent,; places along the coast between here
and Bar Harbor during the course
and tonic on the lawn. Everyone had ; for the time at least, their cares
In Warren we called on Mr. aftd Jane Alley and Florence Watt.
He left behind an unforgotten im Mrs. Benjamin Watts; in its neigh
a fine time.
Mrs. A. J. Beal and daughter. Miss of their stay ln thb vicinity.
a a a a
William Mason entertained a party
pression. We have had more than a boring town of Thomaston we vblted Eleanor Beal, have returned from a
of young friends at dinner Saturday
Two Bush
passing Interest ln aviation and have Mrs. Fannie Brown, and Mr. and Mrs weeks vbit at Westbrook.
evening at MayfloweY Inn, the group
Keeper Smith has been in Portland followed the Important flights of Prank Qates of Rockland were also
Mr and Mrs. L. O. Goff and son later attending a dance, chaperoned
noted fliers. Our country has lost on our lbt. At Knox Hospital we
for dentistry.
DEALER ADVERTISEMENT
Richard, of Westbrook are spending by Mrs. C. H. Mason.
Mrs. Fred Batty, who has been not only two popular and prominent found John Cates in good cheer and
a week at A. J. Beal's.
Vbltors
last
weekend
at
the
home
visiting her mother. • Mrs. 8amuel men, but two grand men ln thb sad gaining. That night we stayed with
Mrs. Ruth Randall and daughter of Mr. and Mrs Clayton Oliver were
Cavnor. of South Portland, has re ending of Will Rogers and Wiley Mr. and Mrs. James Cates on Pleas
of
Spruce Head were recent over- j Karl Stetson and children. Rachel.
turned to the Light.
ant street.
Post.
night
guests at the home of Mrs.1 Leonard and Gay. Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Elliott Smith and Roger Smith
Howard Sands and Mbs Ruth
Flying Monday to Vinalhaven we
Oliver of Thomaston and Mrs. Etta
passed last weekend with relatives ln Vogel of Brooklyn recently visited F provided a new experience for the Ethel Paulkingham.
Thompson and Mrs. Gertrude Burns
South Portland.
women as they had never been on the
O. Hilt.
of thb town.
Roland Smith b employed on the
Mrs. Thayer Sterling and son wing before. Thence to our home sta
The ladies of the Baptbt Circle
MICKIE SAYS—
Loub A. Thebaud.
Robert were weekend guests at the tion where we found First Assbtant
served a supper Tuesday at the K. of
Mrs. Maurice Barter and daughter. Peaks Island home of Mrs. Charles Keeper Alley's son Fletcher a vbitor.
the only car in its price range that brings you
Solid Steel Turret-Top Body by
P. hall, with a gratifying response,
Olive of Isle au Haut. were weekend Sterling.
IP YOU DOkn Stc«p WISU. UMMTS,
The assembly of guests had a pleasant
either of them! It is also the only car in ita
™
“
Fisher
—
the
smartest
and
safest
of
the
net
proceeds
being
more
than
$40.
guests of Mrs. Barter’s mother. Mrs.
WAVE UP IM tw AAORMIMQ wnw
Mrs. Lucy Rdbinson, Mr. and Mrs. tune at the Light.
The chairman was Mrs. Josephine
A OARK. 0ROWM YAS-re III SEA
all motor car bodies! And the famous gliding
Harry Smith at Owl's Head. They E. H. Robinson and son John were
price range that brings you a Blue-Elame
The Breakers received a vbit from
Lawry aided by Lizzie Miller and
MOUtU AMO SEE PURPLE SPCfTS
were accompanied toy Mrs. Harold weekend guests at the home of P. O. us Thursday and there we picked six
Valve-in-Head Engine, Shock-Proof Steering and
Knee-Action
Bide,
giving
unequalled
comfort
BEFORE TSE BTES, IT IS A
Edna Packard. Those who assisted
Turner and children Patty and
quarts of blueberries and were given
Hilt.
SK3M YWAT YER SUBSERIPnOtJ
many other equally desirable features.
Be
and safetyl These two features are absolute
at
the
supper
were
Mrs
Hattie
Lawry.
Charles, also of Isle au Haut.
HAS EXPIRED *SEM0 US A
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow were call- lettuce and endive from the garden
coffee;
Mrs.
Susan
Condon,
meats:
• a • •
sure
to
get
these
vitally
important
advantages
necessities in a truly modern motor car. And
HEARTS REMEWAt MOUet AUP
ers here Wednesday evening.
After a call on the Salbburys we re
Mrs. Helen Simmons, brown bread;
TH' SYMPTOMS VUIU. LEAVE
Libby Islands
the new Master De Luxe Chevrolet, the most
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Thomas and turned to the Light to partake of
in your next car, and get them at lowest cost
Mrs. Lewb Delano, beans; Mrs.
Again we are with you with a few young son Deane of Lynn, Mass., salads and blueberry pies.
by choosing a new Master I)e Luxe Chevroletl
finely balanced low-priced car ever built, is
Gertrude Oliver, salads; Mrs. Lizzie
Items from our sea post.
vblted the Hilt family Monday eve
There have been gorgeous moon
Miller, pies and cakes; Mrs. Edna
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Chenney ning.
CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
light nights here and where does the
Packard, tickets; Mrs. Sylvia Wallace
Compart Chevrolet's low delivered prices and easy G.M.A.C. terms. A General Motors Value
spent a few days recently at their
Mrs. Martha Sterling was dinner Man in the Moon cast a lovelier ray
dishes; Waitresses were Eda Lawry.
home in Lubec. Mr! Chenney was guest of Mrs. Grace Dow in Portland than over rippling waters?
Abbie Morton, Mary Packard. Annie
kept busy as he b having hb house Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Welb, Fletcher, Imogene and
and Evelyn Wallace. Iverna Wallace,
enlarged and new piping installed.
P. O. Hilt recently called on Keep Sarah enjoyed a fine supper Friday
Daby 8lmmons Flossie Simmons
Mr. and MTs. Gleason Colberth er A. B. Mitchell of Port Point Light at Mrs. Lena Davidson's, staying the
and Dorothy Burns.
and family have returned from at the Marine Hospital where he has night with Mrs. Henry Gross. They
Bucks Harbor where they visited a been receiving treatment, and found have since returned to Lubec and
APPLETON
short Ume with friends and rela him, much improved. A speedy re Beals, James Cates meeting them at
covery
b
wished
for
Capt.
Mitchell.
the boat. Our car b parked at hb
Rev. Mr. Letmer, overseer for Tlie
tives from New York.
Mrs. Adora HUt entertained Wed home. We certainly miss them, as our
Forrest Chenney has employment
Churches of God in the United
nesday a party of friends from Ocean place seems deserted with only two
on the Quoddy dam.
States, has arrived here for the con
Marguerite Beal who has been Park and Somerville, Mass.
here.
vention which opened Thursday. A
Good Timers met Wednesday
The tender Ilex landed an oil tank
visiting her sbter, Lillian Colberth,
large delegation from Philadelphia
for the past few days, has returned morning about the time a squall and paint here recently.
ROCKLAND, ME.
came by train to Belfast this week,
struck and they moved right smart
Mr. Phinney went Aug. 8 to Nash
to Bucks Harbor.
and from various points delegates 1
PEASLEE
&
ROSS,
Vinalhaven,
Maine
L. F. BARKER, Union, Maine
Gleason Colberth, Jr., and hb to make undercover. Did you try Island. He shingled the bell tower
are arriving dally.
i

De du/ve io qet th&be

TWO VITAL FEATURES
tfcruft. neat Lcnu-piticed caft

THESE FEATURES,

like many others, are found only in CHEVROLET—

the most finely balanced low-priced car ever built

(^Ala&teA.

Jdcuoe,

CHEVROLET
SEA VIEW GARAGE.INC

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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VINALHAVEN

AUNT HETTY TELLS

$1000 One item of expense was the
■ Beano prizes which were unusually
, o<.

In Everybody’s Column

PHILCO RADIO TUBE SALE

Mr and Mrs. Paul R. Bullard and
,
,
,
AdvartlMmenu ta this oolumn not to ♦
A surprise birthday was recently Dr Rowe of Keene. N H . are guests (The Success of the Legion
4
exceed three lines Inserted once for 33 ♦
counler
•». *•* e*.
+
rente,
three tlmee for 30 cents Addi
took tn
given for James Pettee of Rockland
tions! line* flee rents eech tor one time.
NOW IS YOl'R CHANCE—For One Week Only
Fair They Hcd In Thom over $100.
at the home of Mr and Mrs Clinton
PUPPIES for Mie at 42 PULTON BT..
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
10 cents for three times. Six words City
Tel Wt)-R
105*107
GENUINE PHIU O High Efflrlency Radio Tubes ut prices which
make
a
line.
Teele.
That the cooked food table was well
aston Last Week
Staples Refreshments were served,
wlll warrant your re-tubrlng your Radio for the fall and wintrr
=? WHY NOT buy your lumber direct
Mrs John Malhleson has returned
supplied and did a good business
from the manufacturer and save.’ Alxo
followed by dancing and games.
programs.
from Boston
wood
at
thr
mill
from
$1
up
Delivery
That there was 216 fir pillows that
"Well, shan't you die! Look who's
Philco High-Efficiency tubes improve thc performance of any
extra. L A PACKARD. RF D., Thom
Peter Mills of Thomaston Is gain
Joseph Leopold of New York city comln' up the walk! Where ye been 1 smelled good and sold good
aston
95-tf
Radio! Replace your old. worn-out tubes with new Philco tubes.
ing gradually at Knox Hospital, was a visitor in town Thursday
|
long time?”
1 That the aprons hand-work, and
They consume less current, are more efficient, and give exceptionally
1029 HARLEY-DAVIDSON for sale
where he has been receiving treat
New battery speedometer mechanically
long service. You will be amazed with the added radio enjoyment
Miss Eli anor Baywood who has
"I've been a-coming. Aunt Hetty." children's wares were all attractive,
LAVA CAMSO with (old setting pin. OK HAROLD ALEXANDER Washing
ment a number of weeks. Mills was beeen a recent guest of Miss Ellen
they provide. Bring in your old tubes for FREE testing on our mod
103-103
sold well, and all added a good bit of Io*t Friday between Water Co office and ton Bt Camden.
replied the ready reporter
ern tube testing equipment.
V A. LKACH 8 store or In 3r and 10c
playing with the Thomaston base Wareham. returned Monday to Man
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines,
"An’ Just about time. I should money to the day's receipts
stores HELEN M YORK Call Courier.33
Regular Price M. Sale Prlre
Type 0IA
ball team when the season opened, chester. N H
all makes lor aale. to let and repaired
Oaaet
te
_______________________
102*tt
That the farm stand had besides
think. Here's the Pair wound up
MAINE SPECIALTY CO. Rockland
Regular Price .59. Sale Price
Type 26
and has been following the Twilight
POCKET-BOOK
hat
with
license.
105-107
.33
Mrs. Oladys St Clair Morgan of three-four days ago an' not a peep In , vegetables a profusion of flowers money, etc Reward MRS RICHARD Tel 144
Regular Price .59. Sale Price
Type Wi
.43
League's career with consuming In Rockland was guest Thursday of that paper 'bout It.”
LIVING ROOM aulte for aale. also
Sale Price
Krgular Price
Type 27
J given them for ^decoration and for LUFKIN Caslon Frees. 493 Main St
.43
____________________________
103-103 dlulng room suite, kitchen suite, studio
Regular Price .69. Sale Price
terest.
Type 71A
couch,
bedaprlng
and
mattress;
nrartlHarold Vlnal.
“I had to go away a day or two sale.
.43
AUO 34, between 8earsmont and Cam cally new, cheap 03 PARK ST 104-106
Regular Price .69. Sale Prlre
Type 45
Peter Miller, who has been seriously
Miss Edith Wier of Wellesley. and Just got back “
I That the folks In the Pennsylvania den. lost black leather portfolio, con
.53
Regular Price .89. Sale Price
Type 47
NEW IOT of corn all ready at house
taining
music
Finder
plcane
notify
■MN
.53
ill at Knox Hospital for the past few Mass., is visiting her uncles. Fred
"Funny time to go away, seems If." j car were a little surprised when Art MYRVEN W MERRILL
2- I or
delivered,
ripe ripe
and cukes
green lor
tomatoes.
Krgular Price .89. Sale Price
~
Type 24A
1 104*106
PWkhng
cukes.'
sweet '
Other Numbers Are Corresponding Krduetions
weeks Is reported as galnnig.
said Aunt Hetty severely. "Well. Si's , McDonald ln the parade offered to Union Tel 11-13
and Frank Crimes.
1 pickles, squash, carrots, cooking applet i
No Delivery of Tubes At These Prices
for sale OVERNESS SARKKSIAN. 103
Mrs Bertha Dowlin. who has been
Rev W. A Smith of Danforth will all ready for ye. He's Just down to sell the horse and buggy.
Talbot Ave Tel. S68-W
105*107
•All Sales Are For Cash Only
very 111 at her home for the past ten preach Sunday at Union Church.
Ed Starrett's store, will be right back
That Mrs.E U. (Curtis who is
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, centrally
Says
him
an'
you
got
lt
all
fixed
up
f
visiting
ln
town
now
from
Boston
days. Is somewhat improved. She had
located
ln
Warren
Village,
electricity,
Mr and Mrs Everett Calderwood.
water, gaiage. barn, two hen houses
as callers Sunday Mrs Maria Patter with son and daughter are visiting to run to column-like somethin' like got the wool blanket that was sold
Ideal location lor poultry farm. SILAS
A WATTS Warren Tel 10-4
104*108
McIntyre's
or
some
other
o'
them
1
with
tickets,
and
Oertrude
Hanley
son. son Manley nad daughter Marie relatives in town.
AUTHORIZED PHILCO DEALERS
BUNOALOW or small home wanted
NEW Coca-Cola barrels for aale. cap
442 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
big-bugs.
I
spose
I
don't
alus
read
went
off
with
the
luncheon
set
furnished
and
well
heated.
Oct
1
E
of Hallowell.
lt Is expected that the beautiful
33
gals
each
HEWETT
BOTTLING
104-105
That
Mrs
Alonzo
Spaulding M SMITH. Box 141 City. Tel 103-M
Mrs. T. W. Pease of Bath recently music of the cantata. "The Con that McIntyre myself though Si
103-105
gar. range for
entertained the Embroidery Club at quering King," will be sung next swears by him. but I will say he did i Ma tie to us) got the Cushman cake,' WHAT HAVE you for angora kittens’!
water hrater
53
have a right good Piece tout Will and her little granddaughter Char-' YOHSCBKKNNELBClt,__________ 103-11 JJ^IC
the home of Dr. Starrett. Those Sunday evening.
638-J.104*106
HOUSEKEEPER
or
two
ms
Ids
wanted
Rogers Saturday. Said Just the right j lena got the doll and carriage,
furniture for aale. In
present were Mrs. A. J. Llnekin. Mrs.
for small family of adulta In Masaachu- I HOUSEHOLD
Mrs. Cora Carlin, recent guest ‘of
Simplex electric Ironer. at 111
Ye know seems it
That Mrs Charles Smith <Edna> setts Write A P F. care The Courier- 1 cluding
E P Ahearn. Mrs Blanche Vose. Mrs Mr. and Mrs. Leo W Lane, returned things, he did
l
lmerock
St
103-105
1 just knowed Will Rogers, an' every-! received the beautiful braided rug Gazette_________________________ 104*106 I GROWING BUSINESS for aale. worth
Blanche Everett. Miss Lilia Ame. ^,. u Waban
POSI HON wanted aa housekeeper In
family Oood cook Oood refer- Investigation Oood reason for jelling.
Leila Smalley and Mrs Grace AnMr and Mrs
Wandk&g of body else seems to feel the same and Mrs Herbert Pale- the vari small
encea Write A B C.. care The Courler- Write B care THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Well,
what
with
tbe
r&in
that
Thursdecorated
by
Mrs
Strong
102*107
Qaette__________
103*106
THAT THIRD DIMENSION
drews
| Boston arc at the Huntress estate
DRY FI 11 ED slabwood 16 50 delivered:
day mornln' o' tbe Fair, the parade
That Bobby Clark la one of the
uprl
Mrs. Lillian Newberger of Waldo
also
dry
hard
wood
for
sale
RAYMOND
Mr and Mrs Edwin Maddocks re
planoa
BURPEE
FURNITURE
CO . 361 HARRIMAN Searamont.
103*103
boro who came to attend the Hoffses turned Thursday to North Wey- was late, an' it must 'a been about - many boys who hoped for the cart Main St.
"
r
Tel.
" 430.
03-tf
GLADIOLI. cut flowers. 73c doz
the time o' the services for him that and Is the one who got lt.
reunion Is guest for a few days of her 1 mouth Mass
Special bouquets 01 00 Orders for bulba.
it was a-goin' down the street. But
• • • •
work, with a ipeclal word of appreciaK5,lER230 Limerock 8t
cousin. Mrs. Levi Copeland
Miss Enna Vinal hM returned
103-105
tj,e coffee. sandwiches, hot tion to the Rockland people who Tel 431-M
Mrs Lee Walker was hostess Thurs- L
North Haven whw ihf $pent there, as Ora said to Matie w.ien we
FOUR used hydraulic dump bodies
was a-talkln bout It afterwar . dogs
cream and c0[d drinks were helped ln many ways, notably the for sale: also dunxp bodt-s for any truck
day at a picnic lunch in honor of Mrs. ,he
at the ou„ fottage
under the kind of management tha'. Harvey family. Miss Vada Clukey, B M CLARK. Union Tel 7-34. 103*103
Oeorge Newcombe of Washington. D. j Dr. Elizabeth Hutchins of Cleve that was Just the kind o t ing
FI i i ED hard wood M cord; cord wood.
like hisself, a home-town parade an djdn.t m,nd wealher and Mrvcd their
C„ at the Walker cottage. Martin's|
36 cord delivered
ROBERT ESANCY.
land. O.. Is at Camp Elwtllel at the good-natured foo-in an hed pr -, pa{rons through rain and shine Mrs Comer with her pupil; and At Liberty.
Me BED No I Tel Wash
wood Levensaler <Harpo Marxl.
Point. The guests were Mrs. Oeorge Reach
ington 13-23.
101*106
ably want folks to Join carry on' as j
and
w[th #
,
That We'll see you all next year at
Newcombe. Miss Beth Washburn. Miss
DRT fitted hardwood, dry cord wood.
Mtss Flora Paige of Washington.
,ay We)1 carryin' on Is what
2 ft and4 ft. length;
Dry alabarood.
customer and a wise-crack to most the Fair
Anna Dillingham. Miss Ruth Blodgett.
4 ft and 1 ft lengths
Loam, gravel,
D C„ is passing a vacation ln town Ma(le an- her ganK does best, an' she
That
The
Oeneral
Chairman
was
sand
for
sale
Trucking
of
all kinds
Mrs Florence Oardiner, Mrs Vidae with her mother. Mrs. Carrie Paige
FRANK REED Tel 572 Camden
had a good big family a-comln' on Enoch Clark with Ed Dorman. Ed
Cross. Mrs Leona Starrett. Miss Helen
101*112
Mr and Mrs Jones recent guests ahlnd her that time. Took her
Lynch and Art McDonald as hls as
Probate Notices
KITCHEN tables and white Iron bedCarr and Mrs Frank Elliot.
at "The Breakershave returned to washin' an' wriRgin' rtgtu {ertou*
stead cheap_ 120^ UMBtOCK ST
»7*tf
sistants from the Legion and Mrs
Miss Charlotte Oillchrest of South Columbus. O.
STATE OF MAINE
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale eg
too she did.
Earl
Risteen
-»Katherine»
with
her
Thomaston was a visitor at the Pair
To all persons interested tn either of Pleasant St and Camden road. Rock
• • • •
Harold Clark of Portland spent last
port. electric lights, garage, garden I
the estates hereinafter named
committees for the Auxiliary.
and spent last weekend with Hollis weekend with Mr and Mrs Harry
At a Probate Court held at Rockland F C ROBINSON. Union St. Rockport
“I see ye on the street, dldnt I? I
That the Committee did not expeci tn and for the County of Knox, on tbe ____ ___________________
92‘103-tf 1
Oillchrest and famUy.
Wilson at Dunlookin* where Mrs watched the parade from Mis' What's
20th day of August, ln the year of our
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Farrar and Clark has been guest of her parents -her-name's lawn an' mv. wan t they such a crowd in response to the an Lord one thounnd nine hundred and land
Hair Store 24 Elm St Mall orders
nouncement that the Fair would thirty-five and by adtournment from solicited H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J
daughter Virginia of Framingham. several weeks.
a line of cars both sides o' Main start Wednesday evening so was not day to day from tbe 30th day of aald j
92-tf
August the following matters having
Mass. arc guests of Mr and Mrs.
Rev Harry Hutchinson will preach street a-waitin' <o see lt. Must 'a quite ready; that the rain Thunday been presented for tbe action thereupon ,
. ■>' N
Meal
11.75
bag
Fancy
No
2
Yellow
A. J. Llnekin.
hereinafter
Indicated
It
la
hereby
Or

reached nigh from the Prison to the morning was a little set-back, and dered
Sept 8 at Union Church.
Cracked Corn (1 S3 bag Farmers' Fav
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Foster and
Above — Heavy
Dairy Feed 3173 bag
Stover's
• • • •
Crick. An' weU wuth wattin' for It the heavy rsin that evening a bigger
That notice thereof be given to all' orite
shadows contribute
son Philip are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
persons Interested, by causing a copy Pride 20 per rent Dairy Feed 31 93 bag.
Charles O. Erickson
was. as it alius is Fust the highway one; and that with all it is felt that of
Stovers
Egg
Mash
and
Growing
Feed
thta order to be published three weekmuch to third di
00 bag Lehigh Portland Cement 9Oc,
Ouy Lermond.
Charles O. Erickson. 81. died policeman to clear the way. o' course. the financial results are very fine in successively m The Courier-Gazette a | 92
bag. 23 bag lota 80c bag Dr Hess Fly
mension quality.
newspaper
published
at
Rockland?
ln
Mrs Earl Woodcock and daughter Thursday morning at hls home on Then the marshal, that's Ed Ahern
Rolled Roofing 31 50 1
*xld County that they may appear at a Spray 3123 gal
Left — Contrast in
deed
roll. Green Slate Surface 32 30 roll.
Eleona and Mrs. Dorothy Hastings Eest Main street. Mr Erickson was a-hossback. then the colors an' hats
Probate Court to be held at said Rock Building
tones and unusual
Paper
73c
roll. Casco Paint all 1
That next year the Committee will land. on the 17th -lay of September J
31 79 gal . 59c qt Preato Preserve |
spent last weekend in South Portland a native of Sweden but had lived ln cornin' off 'some of'ern anyways. I
top lighting contrib
D 1035 at eight o'clock In the lore- 1 oolora
not have any more control over the Anoon
Jan.
pints
83c
doz
.
qU
93c
doz
.
2
qta.
ute to the rare staras guests of Mrs Leon T. Augur
this town for 24 years Formerly hls see some that did1. an' then the band weather, but will plan to be all ready cause and be heard thereon If they see 31 33 doz Theae Jan are extra heavy j
for long wear Presto Jar Rings. 6 doz (
oscopie effect
Mr. and Mrs Oardiner Tibbetts of home was at Alexandria Bay. The Then come the ten wartime songs ail
JOSEPH
H
WIGGIN
late
of
Rockland
23c Jar Llften mo scaldo—no burns i ,
for the crowd on the dot.
deceased
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
...
_
,
25c
each
Vinegar
27c
gal.
Mixed
Brunswick are visiting Mr. and Mrs. deceased was a member of the I O. pictured out on floaxs with singin' or
That the Committee extends to all thereof, asking that the same may be spices for pickling 10c per Jar Brown
and allowed and that Letters | Sugar
sugar 10 lbs 50c. 5 I ba 30' Pure lard
Maynard Llnscott.
O.P and the Paving Cutters' Union. playin' That fust one Over There, who contributed to the success of the proved
Testamentary Issue n Ralph L Wtreln 2 lbs 33c. 4 lbs 65c. Salt Pork 20c lb
Miss Alice Collamore gave a dinner
He Is survived by his wife Alma, the gray battleship with the two Fair by gifts and by their presence of Rockland he being the Executor Matches 6 pkgs 25c Pea Beans. 5 lbs. I
named In said Will, without bond
29c Rolled Oats 4 lbs 25c Granulated .
OW many times have you heard The foreground should be well
party in honor of Mr. and Mrs. and a daughter Helen, who Is a stu little sailor boys took a-ho!t o' me and patronage
ORRIN WILSON CONDON late of Mr»: 10 lbs 39r Johnson Bean, 9Oc pk
the expression "Don't take a pic broken up with shadows so that
Stephen Lavender of Washington. D. dent nurse at the Augusta Hospital an' Roe O' No Man s Land was
That Miss Kay Turner. Parade Portland deers-ed WUl and Petition I Remember, we are headquarters for all
— —
- * *'kinds of Poultry and Dairy supplies.
for
Probate
thereof,
asking
that
the
ture
with your camera facing the
there is not too much contrast be
right
pretty,
all
Pink,
with
the
nurse
C.. at her home Wednesday evening, and at present training in Boston.
Chairman, had as chief carpenter 1 same mav be proved and allowed snd STOVER FEED MANUFACTURING CO
sun"? It's one of the old beliefs in tween It and the rest of thc picture.
Rockland. Maine Phone 12'K).
104-106
that
Letters
Testamentary
Issue
to
Msrin
It
an
a
girl
singing'
Then
to
after which the group motored to
Truman Sawyer and as painter euerlte O. Condon, of Portland, she
Funeral services will be held Sun
amateur photography that has been
When a body of water can be In
Cushing where dancing was enjoyed. day at 2 o'clock Rev N F Atwood change the subjcct-like com? K-K- Herbert Prescott and as decorators being tbe Executrix named In said Will
handed down from year to year to cluded as a part of the foreground,
without
bond
Wss Collamores guests were Mr. and of Union Church officiating. The K-Katy for a good laugh, with the numerous women, volunteers and
every new snapshooter.
then there are wonderful opportuni
FRANK M ULMER late of Rockland
Mrs Albert Elliot. John Creighton. Interment will be in the Cummings cow a-lookin' out o' thc shed, as I drafted. She wishes to thank every deceased Will and Petition for Probate
While this Is good advice for the ties for adding depth. The reflection
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
mav
be
live an' breathe I hear Mis Fannie body for their loyal support and hard
beginner it la not necessary to for will carry one's attention back and
Miss Margaret Hellier. Miss Kath cemetery.
nroved snd allowed and that letters t|***«><**«*<*«*a«*a«.«.a»*a*M
Brown raised that cow. or knows
Testamentary Issue to Marv p Ulmer.
ever abide by this rule. Those of us away from the foreground—Into the
erine Creighton and Clayton Staples.
Cottage for aale or to let at Crawford
I of Rockland she being the Executrix
who like to try breaking such rules picture—and lead to the principal
• • • •
w-hat farm she come from
lake Farm
Inquire at Farm
P W 1
1 named ln said Will, without bond
UNION
SKAY
Union, Me
104*106
have found that most of the work of point of composition. Reflections
i
TIMOTHY
L.
ROBERTS
late
of
■Wan't they all good, them songs?
Services at the Federated Church
FURNISHED HOUSE to let. six rooms,
Qulncv. Massachusetts, deceased
Ex
which we are proud has been pro often serve as an avenue to lead
Sunday will be: Church school at 9.45
emplified conv cf Wlll and Probate bath, garage, for winter. September to
Harold Simmons and family of East Tipperary was awful handsome, all
duced under other lightings. The im back from the foreground of a set
June
Call
11
BIRCH
8T
105*107
I
thereof,
together
with
a
Petition
for
a. m.. morning service at 11. subject. Oardner Mass are visiting relatives green with a gold harp Black AF’obate of Foreign Will asking that
portant thing to remember Is that ting. The only precaution necessary
FIVE AND SIX room apartment* to
Oay had that one didn't they?
“The Labor Sunday Message for ln town this week.
the copy of Mid Wlll mav be allowed
•
yon must never stand so that sun when dealing with a water fore
^rdendrClO2rKNOXbST
1935." The anthem will be "What a
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Sukeforth of
of Knox County, end that Letter* Teslight will strike Into tbe lens.
ground in strong sunlight Is to watch
104-106
t»m*rtary be laeued to Fanny E Robert*
“Yei I thought the idea o havin'
Friend we have in Jesus," by Dorpsch Middleboro. Mas;.. and Mr.;. HarryThe lighting of the subject has that a swell or wave does not throw
FIVE-ROOM anartment. with garage
of Quincy. Mass without bond
The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper Edgecomb of Appleton were recent son«5 was fus-rate- them marchln'
much to do with securing that qual reflected light sparkles upon the
ESTATE
FRANCES
RICHARD6ON 1 to let Inquire 56 TALBOT AVE
104-109
late of Rockland, deceased Petition for
ity sometimes called "atmosphere" lens, as that may fog the picture.
songs an' then the popular ones bewill follow the morning service. In callers on Mr; W. C. Perry
Administration asking that Arthur B
TWO FURNISHED
V
in a picture. There are a number of
Side-lighting, where thc source of
Richardson of London. England, and housekeeping to let. 34 FULTON ST
the evening at 7. there will be a work
Harold Norwood is guest of his ginnin’ with the Man on the Flyin'
Au«t‘n P P’chnrd'ion of Pnrkiand. be Tel
ways In which a photograph may be Illumination comes from thc side of
733-M
________
_________________ 104*106
Trapeze
with
the
float
all
got
up
an'
ers’ conference for church school aunt. Mrs Merle Robbins
appointed Administrators, without bond
given apparent depth or “third di the object or scene, and back-light
SIX ROOM second floor flat with
Mrs Oeorge Duffv and sliter. Mis; that John Creighton a-s;ngin' atop o
ESTATE URANIA C BURGESS of bath to let adulta only Inquire LIL
officers and teachers.
owl« Hcxd Petition for License to sell LIAN osunwwxa1 mension.” Taking the picture when ing. where the light conics from lhe
BICKNELL az
82 uimerocx
Llmerock st
St
‘
his
lungs.
I
pretty
nigh
look
to
Misses Alida and Amy Robinson j Amy Powell arrived Saturday from
i certain Real Estate. altu»ted In Isle*in>;«iry7l
there
are long shadows, getting a rear, are not difficult to handle if the
105*107
boro
and fully described ln said
who have been spending a week wilh New York for two weeks vacation follerin' the parade then an' there,
reflection in the foreground, using lena is protected from the light
AFTER SEPT 1. modern house to let,
P-t’*lon n-**el»y Charles A Rofc
partly furnlahed garaee
MINNIE C. |
Mrs. Edward Robinson, returned j with 'their parents. Mr and Mrs. but mv feet was kind o' tired ;o I
of Rockland. Odn.
strong sidelighting or back-lighting, coming toward it. Shade lhe len3
SMITH. 37 Spring St _____________
Tel 45-J
104-106
ESTATE EMMA W BRADFORD
_
krp' my flttln'. Then Piokle Young
and timing the exposure Just right with the hand, or stand In thc pro
Thursday to Winchester
1 Irvin Powell
I Frlendshln Petition for License to e*’i
HALF HOUSE to let. in excellent conso that the detail of objects in tecting shadow of a tree to make
Mr and Mrs. Harry Shibles and | Mrs. Georgia Mills who ha; cm- all dretsed up for the Lady in Red.
rertaln R“al Estate situated in said ditlon Corner Warren and Knox Sta
Fr**nd‘hlp and fullv described in said Apply 11 JAME3 ST.
105-tf
shadow is not blocked out, are pre the exposure. Also, you should time
ployment
at
West
Pownal
passed
last
an'
Billv
Manning
a-;ingin
th
”
I
as
daughter Barbara are returning to
PeUt’on nre<ented by Bird B Jameson
Two large rooma to let. first fl^r
cautions that contribute to the de the exposure more for the parts In
of Friendship. Odn.
weekend
with
hgr
parents.
Mr
and
Round-up
on
hotabaek.
an
they
was
opposte bath finely furnished, 64 per
Needham, today, Saturday.
sired effect Let us consider each of shadow than for those that are high
ESTATE CLARENCE M THOMPSON week each FOSS HOUSE._____________
103*108
The Hoffses reunion was held at Mrs Everett Ripley.
Pink Elephants^ an' a lot more.
late of
Oeorge. deceased
Petition
these separately.
lighted.
THE
BUNOALOW
I
advertised
recent

f"»r
Allowance,
presented
bv
Margaret
the home of William Hoffses. Brook-; Mrs Lvdla Jones of RazorviUc died
'T.dn t the Knox Arboretum ha .
ly .a let. but I have two apartments to i
Shadowi, thrown In long drawnDon’t be discouraged if you fall to
Thompson of St. Oeorge. widow
let that are even better. All modern,
lyn Heights. Thursday, with an at- Sunday following two weeks lilies; a good float, all that green an treeESTATE EIBRIDOE D LINSCOTT centrally located on one of the best
out splotches across walls and get the desired appearance of depth
late of Rockland, deceased
Petition streets Juat renovated exactly like
tendance of about 100 A perfect day, at the home of Mrs Charles Esancy. with birds an' things. Rod f evler ,
walks, more than anything else or "third dimension" in your first
for Confirmation of Trustee, asking new L W BENNER Tel 207-W No
that The First National Bank of Rork- Main St
make one feel that he is "looking attempt. If at first you don't succeed
and an ideal place for the gathering ; The body was taken to Mrs Jones' ftoat was
105-107
land be confirmed as Trustee of the
___________________
time
Re-1 former home and funeral services that little Bobby a-sittin uo in the
into" a picture instead of “looking watch for your contrasts and shad
estate glv*n in Trust for the benefit of
FIVE-ROOM tenem< nt to let. cellar.
assured an enjoyable
on" a flat piece of paper carrying ows and try, try again.
big scallop shell
I w*aved to Mis
Maynard R I.lnacott, presented bv The .shed, lights and flush. SARAH E
marks were made by E. O'B Burgess. held there Tuesday.
Firat National Bank of Rockland
^BARTER Tel 3I3-R. ____________ 103-tf
the Images of the objects recorded.
Reed in thc Cement Company float
JOHN VAN GUILDER.
ESTATE CLARA A CARLETON of
ROOMS to let. with bath
ReasonaRev. H. S. Kllbcrn and recitations by
You perhaps weren't tbe first man
a-workin' on b»gs an' she see me an'
Notices of Appointment
Quincy. Mass Petition for Licence to ble Call at 22 FLORENCE ST
105*107
other members. Officers were re
certain undivided Real Estate,
on Main street in a 1935 straw, but Sell
ROOMS and board Attractive rooms,
waved back
situated In Rockport and fully described newly
I. Charles L Veazle. Register of Pro
elected: President. William Hoffses;
furnished, shower bath, tele
ln said Petition, presented by Annie J pho
“Did ve ever see thc like o' the
bate for the County of Knox. In the
hone. garage Food tery best Modern
you
’
ll
feel
like
being
thr
first
in
Gardiner
of
Rockport.
Trustee
under
vice president. I. J. Shuman; secre State of Maine, hereby certify that ln quins' Doctor Dafoe wa; Lutie Wes
hon
me
comforts;
. people or
the will of Amanda S Carleton, late of teachers preferred. business
the following estate* the persons were
Rates reasonable.
tary-treasurer, Miss Edith Carroll. appointed
one of thear new Tyrolian felts Rockport, deceased
Administrators
Executors. ton's hu'band's cousin's boy. did ye
239 BROADWAY
102-tf
ESTATE LESLIE BROWN late of
Guardians and; Conservators and on the
Rockland.
know it? Name's Kenneth Faunce.
FOUR room furnished apartment with
Camden deceased First and final ac
dates hereinafter named:
if you'll see and study them.
Mr and Mrs. Caspar Martin, who
count filed for allowance by Margaret bath to let. 66 week. V F STUDLEY.
ERMINA A HAWES late of Thomas- lives in Dedham. Yes. Kay Turner
Main St . __________________
City
102-tf
Etta Broan of Camden. Exx
___________
have been . pending several days with 1 ton. deceased Dorothy L Starrett at alius gets her friends an her friends'
ESTATE CORA E MrLAIN late of
SMALL apartment to lot. modern COH,,
„
| Thomaaton waa appointed Exx June 18.
Yes . . . you literally leap from
Rrx'kland deceaeed Flr»t and final veniences MRS A H JONES. 5 Talbot
Frank Beverage and Miss Nellie Oar- 1935.
— and...........................
....... ■bond July friends to turn to an' help her
qualified' by filing
/S'
31. 1933
straw to Hover and (he rlovrr ha; account filed for allowance by William , Ave. Tel. 576._____________________ 102-tf
diner, returned home Thursday.
A McLain. Exr
I IROOM to let, with garage, at 17 LIND
FRED F THOMAS late of Camden, an' they're all real pleased to. Edie
ESTATE HENRY FARRIS, late of SEY ST. Tel 973-M.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Lavender are deceased Annie C Thomas of Camden Clark, Enoch's wife had some of her
102-107
four leavrs.
Warren deceased
First and final ac
was appointed Exx August 6. 1935. and
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
leaving today, Saturday, for their qualified by filing bond August 15. 1935 folks from ar-’av to visit her that
count filed for allowance by Robert C rooms
and
bath.
77
PARK
ST.
Tel
?31
JtSSIE M DOLHAM, late of Rockland, mest alius nlans to be here to take in
hojne in Washington, D. C.
Thr brst looking . . . thr most be Farris of Union. Admr.
101-tf
OCTAVI 4 M
LEIOHTON
late of
deceased
Martha W Alley of Salem,
TENEMENT of five rooms to let. with
Miss Katherine Creighton has re Massachusetts was appointed Admx. the Fair.
deceased Will and Petition
coming ... (hr lightest weight . . . ! Thomaston,
for Probate thereof, asking that the garage 80 MASONIC ST Tel 299-W.
6 1935 and qualified by filing
• • • •
turned from Camp Haskell. Sebasco. August
same may be proved and allowed and ' _
___________________________ 92-tf
bond August 15, 1935 Frank H. Ingra
thr finrst shadings.
“Well, seems if that Mall was a
that Letters Testamentary i»ue to Edat Ingraham Hill new seven room
The fish at Damariscotta should ham at Rockland was appointed Agent
ward K I-elghton. of Rockland he being house to let. Fine view of Bay Elec- i
kind o' Fountain o' Youth place like
keep their heads well under when lnR“ggeD
the Executor named In said Will, with- trlclty Tel 11C2-R MARTIN LEONARD
MORTON late of Thomaston,
Thesr
arr
somr
of
thr
things
wr
out
bond
97*99-tf
they
us
ed
to
tell
'bout
Florida.
Every
deceased.
Virgil
H
Morton
of
Thomas

they see small boys from the city
ESTATE ELIZABETH H CURTIS, late '
ton was appointed Admr August 20. little while I'd hear somebody sayin'
could trll you about thrsr nrw fall
throwing their lines, for a youngster 1935. without bond.
of Camden, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Louise M
JOSEPH E LINDSEY late of Vinal ‘Ye ain't a day older, an' I ain't seen
from Quincy. Bernard York, son of
hats from Mallory, but we'd rather Crozier, of Rockland, or some other
haven. deceased.
David Duncan of
suitable person be appointed Admx.
George and Bertha iPnnce) York, Vinalhaven was appointed Admr. August ye for eo-many years.' Even had it
hear you say them yourself!
without bond.
said to me. old woman that I be. an
landed a three pound bass, his first 20. 1935. without bond.
ESTATE CHARLES A WALLACE late
DEI.IA EVELYN BARTl ETT. late of they was lots I told it to I see Celle
They're different!
of Friendship, deceased. Petition for (
Washington, deceased Arthur A Bart
attempt at fishing.
Allowance,
presented by Nellie B. Wal- I MEN S AND WOME * 3 Wearing Ap
lett of Washington was appointed Admr Rcney that waa, now I ;po;e they;
parel MILLER G. 5 Plea.,ant St. 95*107
lace of Friendship, widow
August 20. 1935 and qualified by filing
some
calls
her
the
Gnnbell
boys'
FSTATE
HARLEY
M
DRAKE
late
of,
LAWN-MOWERS sharpened, called for
$4
00
to
$5.00
bond
on
same
date.
Don't forget! Again next week
Owls Head, deceased
First and final ar.d delivered. Satlsfs'-tlnn guaranteed.
CHARLES A
WALLACE. late of
account filed for allowance by Ollford CRIE HARDWARE CO Tel 791. Rockthere will be more real bargains in Friendship deceased, Nellie B Wallace mother, but well do I remember her
92-tf
land
—Crait hm •
Friendship wa* appointed Admx. a little young one walkin' wav down
Already to outfit students from top B Butler. Admr.
dry cleaning at People's Laundry. of
ESTATE ARTHUR B PACKARD, late
August 20. 1935. without bond
KEYS’ KEYS? KEY.,. Keys made to (
to school from Punkin Hill. She had
WOOL ON THE HOOF
of Rockport, deceased
Second and order. Keys made to fit all locks When
17 Limerock street. Tel. 170. Free
to toe—
SARAH J. JAMESON, late of Union.
final account filed for allowance by original keys are lost. House. Offlee or
Frank R Jameson of Union* Priscilla her girl with her too but
’I’HIS is the type of wool coat they which graze there grow exception
delivery service. “We are never un decea.sed.
Mattle B. Packard Admx
Car. Code books provide keys for all
was appointed Exr. August 20. 1935. I'm tellin' ye Celie looked like the
ESTATE EDGAR HOPKINS, late of locks without bother. Scissors and
* grow down south, and It’s a ally heavy fleeces of very fine qual
without bond
dersold."—adv.
Suits, Overcoats Shoes, North
Haven, deceased First and final Knives sharpened. Prornnt service. ReaCHARLES CLIFFORD SMITH, late of little girl she used to be. growed up as
prize-winner, too—as the elaborate ity and practically free from dust
sonable prices. CRIE hARDWARE CO..
account
llled
for
allowance
by
Lourenla
i Rockland, deceased Elsie E Smith of she is. I Just sat round on the Mall
Main St . Rockland. Tel. 791.
92-tf
Calderwood of North Haven.
ribbons will prove. The ram which and dirt This region supports about
i Rockland was appointed Exx. August 20
Hats, Wardrobe Trunks
ST. GEORGE SCHOOL
ESTATE EDGAR HOPKINS late of
in the afternoon an' seen folks goin'
1935. without bond.
so proudly wears it Is a Romney 4.000,000 heads—about one-quarter
North Haven, deceased. Petition for
RALPH s Wentworth, late of Rock- u..
laiued to them as I know, an'
and Luggage
Marsh from Magallanes, the south ot which are sent to the packing
Distribution presented
by Lourenla
The Schools of St. George will open port, deceased Mary J Wentworth of
lJ1KCU
Calderwood of North Haven.
ernmost tip of South America, pho plants, the rest raised for their wool,
Rockoort was aooolnted Exx. August i had a real good time.
Tuesday except the school at Long 20.
ESTATE BENJAMIN MILLZR. late of
1935. without bond.
tographed by a traveler taking one of which they produco annually
Well, here comes Si. Now you an'
Rockland. dr<’eaJ?d. First and final
Cove which will oj>en thc following
FRANK A. JOYCE, late of North
.
. 4
..
about 20,000.000 pounds.
♦
♦
♦
♦
of
the weekly cruises to Chile.
account
filed
for
allowance
by
Lawrence
vr*
.is Haven, deceased. Lucy E Hopkins of I him can get your column put together
day. Miss Hazel Feero
Miller, Admr.
Some of the ranches, or cstanclas.
''•V of Bath ••'I
North Haven was appointed Exx. August I .
h an’ T’ll ‘•‘nn mv
COTTAGE at Spruce Head for rent,
Down around the Straits ot Ma
1 the way you want it, an ill s.°p m\
ESTATE BENJAMIN MILLER, late of cheap for remainder of season. Six
as they are called, cover .more than
the new assistant in the High School. 20. 1935. without bond
gellan
are
cold
lands
which
bear
Rockland,
deceased.
Petition
for
Dis

rooms
completely
furnished,
convenient,
EMMA L. PAYSON, late of Thomaston. gabbin’ an’ finish my bakin'.”
1.500,000 acres with thousands of
tribution. presented by Lawrence Miller, good well water, firewood, tn quiet loca
grass the year ’round—with rains heads of sheep—roaming the ranges
I deceased. Florence M. Payson of LewAdmr.
tion. Write or Inquire of R. B. SPEAR.
PUPILS ARE HAPPY
Mon was appointed Admx August 20. Uncle Si Says:
and
light
suowfall
keeping
them,
Witnev. MELZER T. CRAWFORD Es Spruce Head Island. Me____________ 971 f
in charge ot the shepherds and sheep
1935. and qualified by filing bond on
That the Fair took in about $1900
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
through all seasons, fresh and tree dogs and growing wool which finds
,-:ame date.
ON THE seashore furnished farm
The
expenses
were
very
large
of
County.
Rockiand.
Maine.
Attest
:
The schools of Camden. Thomashouse and camp to let. E. V. SHEA
trom dust—a region particularly fa Its way to the far corners of the
Attest:
CHARLES L. VBAZIE ReaUter
Address fiouth Thomaston. Tel. 354-11
course, but they hope to clear about
ion and Hope will begin Sept. 9
$
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
vorable for sheep-raising. The flocks globe,
105-S-lll
Rockland.
103-103

FOR SALE

;♦ LOST AND FOUND !*

WANTED
<**************•

HOUSE-SHERMAN

C1L.

H

;

TO LET

;

Jump out of straw into

clover. Gregory’s

Fall Hats are ready

__ H _

! MISCELLANEOUS ;

Summer Cottages

GREGORY’S

INC.

SNAPSHOT CU1L

Every-Other-Oaf
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Francis Smaltz of Philadelphia Is
guest ot Mrs. Ernest Young at her
cottage at Dynamite Beach.

®SOC* ETY

Mr and Mrs. Wendell Thurston
and daughter Constance returned
yesterday to their Newton. Mass,
home following a summer at Holiday
i Beach. Mr. Thurston Is director of
, physical education and social studies
at Newton High School and of re
ligious education in the Newton
! Methodist Church.

Ml___ _____
___
Mrs. Leon White and son Leighton !
Ini departute* and arrival*, thia depart
ment especially dealrea Information of return today from a week's visit with )
aortal happening* partle*. mualcal*. etc. Mrs. White's daughter, Mrs. Ouy B
Note* tent by mall or telephone wlll be
(ladly received
Dillingham ln Jamaica Plain. Man ,
TELEPHONE-------------------------- ns or 7*4

By Gladys St. Clair Morgan

The thrill of the two-piano play has the great satisfaction to know
ing of Josef and Rosina Lhevlnne that her decisions as a young wife
Charles Harding has returned to
heard ln the Camden concert Aug. 23 have boine wonderful fruit.
In
Somerville. Mass., after visiting rela will linger. Here arc two artists who
striving to deny herself, she has ad
tives In this city.
thoroughly understand each other. ded to her store, and not only Is she
They play as one. This fluidity tn famous todav as a concert pianist but
Mrs W A Healey and daughter
public appearances, marvelous as It her distinction as a wife and mother
Miss Marlon Healey, who have been
seems. Is really only a reflection of and her reputation as a teacher In
spending the summer ln this city,
Principal and Mrs Sydney Snow
Simplified keyboard has all the
the domestic unity which has marked the Jullliard Graduate School are
and Mr. and Mrs. Philip Rounds of letters In exactly the same place ! returned to Springfield, Mass., this Josef and Rosina Lhevlnne as the things to which any woman could
morning.
Mrs Fannie Carr ot Bangor is visit Greenwich. Conn., have returned as on a standard office machine;
rarest phenomenon ln modern life, a point with pride.
ing Mrs. Abbie Hanscom for the week. from four days' trip to climb Mt
• • • •
the numeral row has only half as
husband and wife, both gifted royal
Misses
Lucy
French
and
Flora
Katahdln.
many keys to learn.
Josef Lhevlnne is of '.he leading
ly
with
the
artistic
temperament,
yet
Colson gave a party Thursday evenWendnll Hodgkins Is home for a
virtuosos of the day. Hls hands are
| ing at the former's home, the occas- able to live, play and work happily
visit, and incidentally to attend hts
Mrs Walter C. Ladd was hostess to
extraordinary, even for a pianist. He
and
successfully
together.
, ion serving as a cobweb shower for
High 8chool class reunion at their Christmas Sewing Club Wednesday
can reach four keys beyond an oc
Their
romance
goes
back
to
the
Mrs. Paul Merriam and Mrs. Howard
Including a Remington
banquet at Crescent Beach which Members were joined by husband;
tave without effort, and bridges with
time
when
they
first
met
at
a
Chase. Others presents were Mrs
Typewriter Desk
took place last evening.
for supper at North Nobleboro.
first and fourth fingers an expanse
children's
party
in
Moscow.
One
can
Stanley C. Boynton. Mrs Edward
as large as most players can do with
Improve your School Marks by
picture
the
bright-eyed
little
girl
and
Barnard. Misses Marian Mullen.
Miss Helen Cunningham ol Airslte,
Miss Eva Wltham who has been
first and fifth. Hls octave playing
Using a Remington
Nathalie Jones. Dorothy Lawry. Faye •the tall dreamy boy both studying | therefore is not only mystifying but
Va.. and Miss Margaret Winton of guest of her cousin. Miss Marian
the
piano,
at
their
first
meeting
To

Hodgkins. Anne Anderson. John
Rochester. N. Y„ arrivals ln the city Brawn, of Holyoke Mass., and RockI astonishing, because of its brilliance
CLOSED LABOR DAV
Moulaison. Madelyn Coffey, Rose gether they went to the Moscow Con 1 and perfection. Then that mighty
yesterday, by motor, are visitors at , land, returned to Brookline Thurs
servatory,
studied
under
the
great
Whitmore and Oertrude Blacking
the home ot Mr. and Mrs. W. O. day.
i forearm which produces the titanic
ton. Bridge honors were won by Miss master Safonoff. and Werc graduated tones which delicate fingers and
Fuller.
In
the
same
class.
Both
won
the
Moulaison. Miss Whitmore, Mrs.
Miss Eleanor Snow of White
arms never produce. Hls mastery of
Boynton and Miss Blackingtpn Late award of a gold medal ln Russlna's the Instrument also owes much to hls
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Benner and ' Plains. N. Y., Is spending two weeks j
case,
the
first
gold
medal
ever
won
lunch was served.
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
remarkable sense of pitch and hls
Mr and Mrs. Sydney Benner of the ' with her parents. Commander and
by a girl.
I
Mrs.
C.
F.
Snow
at
Treasure
Point
powerful
Imagination
Lhevinne
Meadows are on a vacation trip Jo?
Josef's
medal
crowned
with
recog

The Womans Educational Club was
Ea; tn
|
himself
classifies
great
piano
play
Burlington. Vt., over thc weekend.
entertained by Mrs E M. Lawrence nition years of struggle which had ing as a combination of physical
L. C. Jackson Jr. and Miss Madlene ' Mrs
Pabcr and daughters, at her summer home "Rosecllff". The handicapped a boy of genius dogged
Lieut. Harvey Hoch U. S N Poitt.
j Rogers motored to Waterville Thurs- , Katherine and Elizabeth Fischer, and afternoon session was held on the by poverty. His father had been a material, hearing, temperament and
mouth. N H . Mrs. Hoch, and Mr 4x!
imagination.
| day for the fair. Mr. Jackson ts <r,arlf' Iven’
-'or Peoria. 111., lawn, but the club was obliged to trumpetplaycr in the Royal Opera,
Mrs. Oldfield of Newton. Mass., were
Mme Lhevinne is a small rounded
1 having hts annual vacation from the Fridav af,er being at Crescent Beach adjourn to the house for the evening, but too poor to afford a piano Some
luncheon guests Monday of Com
woman with dark hair and soft
relatives
had
finally
donated
an
old
[ Knox County Trust Company
lor several weeks
session on account of rain A letter
mander and Mrs C. F. Snow at
brown eyes. Her sweet expression and
to Mrs. Rich from a woman not square instrument to the Lhevinnes. warm smile make one feel that she
Treasure Point Farm.
and
Josef's
first
lessons
had
been
Principal
and
Mrs.
Joseph
E.
Blais

Mrs. A. P Haines was hostess to
revealing her lnentity was read by
dell and son Franklin have returned Miss Bertha Orbeton she made the voluntary offerings from his father's has a keen understanding of human
Miss Jean Oallidan has relumed > Thursday Auction Club with dinner
from their summer home ln Sidney. suggestion ln her letter that our club I comrades ln the orchestra. There nature. I used to see her often at
to Attleboro Mass , after spending a I at her cottage at Holiday Beach.
the muslcales at Whitehall Inn last
write chain letters to hedp prevent was no money to eend him to the summer Her courteous manner and
few days with Miss Marv Stockbridge
I
Conservatory.
And
then,
one
night.
Mrs Flora Spear who spent her
Prof, and Mr3. H. W Dunn of M much advertising a]ong our high- i
Miss Gallidan and Miss Stockbridge
,em ,1• a colonel, a friend of one of Josef's thought for others charmed me long
vacation at North Conway. N H . has Cambridge arrive today to spend th- ways. A letter ha5
were classmates at Gorham Normal
teachers, invited
the before I learned who the was
returned and resumed her duties at weekend and holiday with Com- Mayor Thurston asking hls help In I volunteer
School.
the Little Flower Shop
mander and Mrs. C. F. Snow at clealnlng up
kltchfn bar.rcomi talented lad to play at a soiree arTHE MOVIE QUEEN
Tenants Harbor.
and other alleged V|Ces In the city j, ranged tn honor of the Orand Duke.
Rev. and Mrs Oeorge H. Welch
Mr. and Mrs. Remington J Purdy j
_ ..
, _
...
.Mr. E M Lawrence spoke on de-1 Josef, poor ln everything but his art. She Will Arrive In Camdrn Next
and children. Jane and Paul, were have returned to Detroit, Mich after
David, son of Dr and Mrs. E. L.1
_ stepped up to the grand piano in the
Tuesday—Read, and Br Interested
,
. . . .
. . prersion and its cause. Rodney I.
guests of Mr and Mrs. Samuel Lawry being guests cf Mrs. Purdy's parents, „
Scarlott. played host to several of
, .. ,
„ 1I shining salon, a meagre little figure
.
Thompson sooke on "Politicians ' He
at the Copper Kettle Thursday on Mr. and Mrs. Carl H Sonntag
he was only 11 and seated himself be
hls little friends on Wednesday, the
The Movie Queen will arrive in
considered Abraham Lincoln one of
their way to Ouilford.
fore the imposing Instrument Five Camden from Hollywood Tuesday
occasion celebrating hls third birth
the best of his time. The members
Several Rockland people attended
Mr and Mrs. Eton Simmons re the benefit party-centract, supper, day. His guests were Nancy Leach enjoyed a box lunch, supplemented by minutes later thc audience was afternoon at 4 o'clock by plane. She
turned to Lynn. Mass. Friday after beano and games, given in the Union Judith Orne. Janet Ston- Joyce Pct- a fine salad, meat loaf and coffee spellbound. The Orand Duke was so is expected to land at the Yacht Club
impressed that he communicated hls and all of Camden will be on hand to
tapicce of Camden. Bradford Sleeper. Krved b>. thf hoslCfiS
{he ev
spending the week with Mrs. C F High School building Tuesday
emotion to a banker. The two men Join in a celebration and parade
Keith
Daniels
and
Billy
McLoon
The
sesslon
the
houjf
was
flUed
wUh
Simmons
Mrs. Earl Perry and daughter high light of the afternoon was the mpmbpr5 flnd thp gpneral publ!<; t(j ol wealth and position put their which will be climaxed by the presen
|(j (wo dutinguished fpeakere heads together, and the small boy's tation of the key to the town.
Miss Hazel Peterson Is a patient at Earlene are in Deer Isle, called by birthday cake proudly bearing three
Knox Hospital having undergone an thc death of Mrs Perry's father. candles
•
Ex Chief Justine William R Pat future at the Conservatory was as
Moving pictures of her arrival, the
sured.
appendicitis operation.
parade and thc crowds ln attendance
Samuel Coid.
tangall and Oeorge C. Webber of
• • • •
Mis; Marian Baker and Miss
will be made These pictures will be
Auburn. Judge Pattangall feels free
Miss Alice Helller comes from
M Colonari of Bridgeport. Conn., Campbell, of Whitman Mi‘i.. arrive to speak hs mind as he is not of
Josef and Rosina. just graduated I shown In conjunction with the threeAugusta today for the weekend and who with his son Raymond is vaca today to be guests of Miss Baker's
cithef party. He thinks it was not with the world before them immedi act comedy "Movie Queen." which the
holiday.
tioning in Monmouth was guest at aunt. Mrs L. A. Walker, Summer the intention of the promoters of the ately startled their world by announc , Camden Lions Club will present at
the home of Mrs W. E Morgan at street.
New Deal to be dishonest or insincere ing nine days after the event that i the Opera House the evenings of Sept.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hale have Thc Highlands Thursday and Friday.
but results have been satisfactory they were going to marry each other 112 and 13.
returned to Boxford, Mass., after be
Mr. and Mrs Frank Hallowell and
Resina had pondered these things
If you would like to see yourself
He states the depression, as It is
ing in the city for a few days to at
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Rounds who children Sandra. Cynthia and Ernest,
called. Is the same as hard times that In her heart long bo.'ore anyone had ( in the movies be sure and be at the
tend the Payson-Fogler reunion at have been at Treasure Point Farm are visiting relatives in Eastport and
were experienced and lived through mentioned any of them And she j Yacht Club in time to see the Movie
Crescent Beach Wednesday
for 10 days return to Greenwich, vicinity for the week.
years ago. Mr. Webber spoke on had come to a decision a hard decis I Queen arrive. Added scenes for the
Conn. tomorrw.
"Issues of Today. He said in part ion for a proud imperious girl, who movies will be made about Camden
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ames and
Mrs. H. I. Hix has returned to her
had always carried all before her. all of next week with special se
daughter Olennis visited Mrs. E. J
Roderick Crandall goes to Islesboro home on Masonic street after being at that many people expected federal
Bqt today, wiih a lovely home at Kew quences to be shot on Main street
aid
rather
than
do
with
out
luxuries
Mason over the weekend.
Tuesday for the school year after Crescent Beach with her daughter.
Gardens. Long Island, proud in a Wednesday and Thursday at 4 o'clock
spending the summer with hls father Mrs. Emily Faber, for several weeks as many of the people in the old days
Mrs. Jessie Haskell who is summer H W. Crandall.
were obliged to da. He does not be different way of her two lovely Don't miss these opportunities to be
ing at Pleasant Beach will be guest
lieve in restricting agriculture to children, her husband's career, her In thc movies and also to see how they
Miss Laura Tolman who has been
of Mr and Mr;. F. D Lamb. Llme
W W. Gregory and daughters. Miss guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collo make prosperity. The next meeting domestic happmets. her own career, are made.
Mme. Lhtvinne cannot out lcok back
rock street, for a few days, going Edna and Miss Ruth, are spending
Ralph A. Gram of thc Amateur
more returned to Winchester. Mass. will be in September with Mrs. Etta with satisfaction on the hard path
there today Mrs. Haskell plans to thc weekend and holiday in Ea't
Sanborn.
Amesbury
street.
Theatre Guild has arrived ln Cam
Thursday.
she laid out for herself as a young den and reports that great progress is
return to Wilmington. Del., shortly. Milton, Mass
wife.
Don
’
t
forget!
Again
next
week
being made in the presentation of this
Mr and Mrs. Fred Nye and two
“Immediately preceding our mar
Mrs Frances Carr of Bangor is at
Mr and Mrs. William Sncw and children, of Marblehead. Mass . have there will be more real bargains in
unusual presentation. A cast of
riage. I took stock of my qualities as
the home of Mrs. France; Ryder. daughter Peggy, of Saugus. Mass.,
Camden people has been selected and
been at the Oscar Duncan cottage at dry cleaning at People's Laundry.
they conflicied with Josef's." ias
Ma onic street.
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Holiday Beach for the week.
17 Limerock street. Tel. 170. Free
Is already in rehearsal.
Movie
stated Mme. Lhevinne “I was posi
Lufkin. Otis street, for the weekend
delivery service. "We are never un
Queen, presented by the Lions Club
Eliza Swan has returned from a
tive. energetic, inclined to be
and holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Chase leave dersold.”—adv.
bids fair to be the most unusual and
month spent at Lakeside. Belgrade.
arbitrary. Josel was more circuitous
by auto Monday for Kirksville. Mo,
entertaining comedy ever to be pre
Stanley Conway of Vinalhaven is where Mr. Chase will enter upon his
in action, full of revery. In my heart
sented in Camden.
Misses Dorothy and Lucille Melvin visiting hls aunt. Mrs. Merle Hutch
of
hearts.
I
acknowledged
to
myself
second year at Kirksville College o'
are guests of their aunt, Mrs. Alton inson.
FINAL CLOSEOUT
that I should never be satisfied to
Cstecpathy and Surgery. They will
Brown. Cranberry Island.
OF
have mv husband follow tn my foot
be accomoanied by Judson Lord of
Itoocvik Club had picnic dinner Camden, also a student at the college
steps in small things. He was to be
Mrs Glen T. Phillips of 81 Union
Wednesday at the cottage of Mrs. and a stop will be made at Niagra
thc public figure in thc familv. I
street entertained recently for Miss
Warren C. Noyes at Holiday Beach,
decided
there should be one profes
Alice Dolham. A feature of the re the affair being in the form of a Falls.
sional Dianist in thc family, and it
Somr
Choice
Patterns
In
America's
freshments was a cake presented by goingaway parity for Mrs. Edward
Leading Footwear
would be Josef I was content to be
Wendell Hodgkins and family of
Mrs. Hawthorn of North Main street, Benner and son Hugh, who were
his wife. Of course, that didn't mean
Winthrop. Mass., are visiting relatives
ALL WHITE OR COLORED
who comes from Virginia. The chil honor guests.
There were nine in thc city over the holiday. Mr
I gave up my playing. I couldn't do
SHOES GREATLY REDUCED
dren in attendance were Vivian Falla. present. Mrs. Benner and Hugh left
that. In the evenings at home, we
Hodgkins coming to attend the
Ql'EEN QUALITY
Richard Falla. Robert Dolham. Ray Thursday for Boston where Hugh
u=ed to play together, working out
R. H. S. class of 1904 reunion at
EOR WOMEN
mond Chisholm. Ellen Phillips. Lewln will attend an enbalmlng school. The
MONDAY-TUESDAY
pieces measure by measure; and then
Formerly $7.50. NOW $3.45
Crescent Beach Inn last night.
Barshel. The older guests werc Mrs. club has its next outing Tuesday,
Formerly $0.50. NOW $4.95
when our friends came, we would
Want to Know What Makes a
Phillips. Mrs. Hawthorn and Mrs. with picnic dinner at the summer
AA to C Widths
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph King and
play together for them. This was in
HORSE LAUGH?
Falla. Mozelle Phillips of Massachu home of Mrs. H. P Blodgett at Jef three children of Newton Center, ENNA JETTICKS FOR WOMEN Tiflis, where Josef was a professor at
Formerly $5.00. NOW S3.89
setts served the refreshments.
Mass. conclude today a fortnight’s
the Conservatory. One night Cesar
ferson Lake.
AAA to C Widths
vacation at Tenant's Harbor. While
Cui came, and he was so delighted
Rev. C. E. Brocks and family have
Franklin K Gifford who has been here the Kings took occasion to re $4.00 SHOES. Non
$2.85 with our duets with two p;anos that
1.95
returned from their annual vacation at the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. new many Colby acquaintances, tak $2.50 SHOES. Non
he insisted on our playing our entire
1.69
which included delightful motor Jour Walker for the summer has returned ing the plane trip across the bay to $3.50 SHOES. Non
repertory for him. When it was all
$1.50 SANDALS. Non
.95
ney's to Cape Cod. Aroostook County to Boston.
dene, he demanded to know why we
North Haven for that purpose.
WOMEN'S
SPORT
TENNIS
and New Brunswick. Mr. Brooks re
didn't make public appearances to
Formerly $1.50. NOW $1.29
Miss Marian Marsh and Mrs.
sumes his pulpit duties tomorrow,
Mrs. Donald Farrand entertained ONE LOT WOMEN'S BLACK AND gether in two-oiano recitals, and went
Marsh
and
Miss
Aloine
Griswold,
of
greatly refreshed.
BROWN SHOES
home that night and composed a
Thursday night at the Hervev Allen
White Plains. N. Y., were -guests
Formerly $5.00 to $7.00
piece for two pianos, which he dedi
cottage at Lake Megunticook, those
NOW.
$2.85
and
$1.95
Monday
of
Commander
and
Mrs
C.
Mrs. Edward Richardson enter
cated to us. At once the erv went up
present being Mrs. Harry Levensaler,
tained for Miss Estelle Hall Tuesday F. Snow at Treasure Point Farm.
MEN'S WHITE OR TWO TONE
from all our friends 'Josef Ro ina,
Mrs. Osgood Gilbert, Miss Susan
SPORT OXFORDS
evening- with supper at Beach Inn,
you simply must make these joint
Spear. Mrs. Oeorge Hallowell. Mrs.
Miss
Louise
Waldron
is
spending
a
$5.00 value. NOW ..... -.......... 3.85
Lincolnville Beach, then returning to
Clara Curtis. Mrs. Edward Baxter and $4.00 value. NOW
2.65 recitals public! Wc werc all but
Mrs. Richardson's home on Warren few davs with Miss Barbara Griffin
Mrs. G. Walter Kimball. Mr. and $3.50 value. NOW.................. 1.95 forced into it!"
at
Lobster
Cove,
Spruce
Head
Island.
street. A novel shower was arranged
MEN'S WHITE WASHABLE RUB
• • • •
Mrs Elmer Teel and twin nephew
for Miss Hall. Under a gaily deco
BER SOLE SPORT OXFORDS
The day was perfect for the tea giv and niece. Ronda and Rodney
Mme.
Lhevinne,
however was not
rated parasol suspended from the
Regular $2.50. NOW $1.65
en by Mrs. Joseph Emery and Mrs. Teel of Newmark. N. J., motored up
a
woman
to
be
stampeded
into chang
archway between dining room and
Marion Cobb Fuller at the Emery for swimming. Bridge hon' s went
WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN’S
ing her decision, even by a great com
livingroom was a book containing
FABRIC SANDALS
home on Limerock street Thursday to Mrs. Gilbert, Mrs Baxter, and
poser. She debated thc question long
colored pictures with rhymes. The
NOW 69c
Late lunch was
afternoon, honoring Mrs. Albert W. Mrs. Kimball.
TODAY
before she persuaded herself that
pictures and rhymes contained clues
CHILDREN'S LEATHER
Butler of London. England and Rock served.
this
move
would
not
infringe
on
her
BORIS
KARLOFF
for the gifts which were hidden in
SANDALS
in
husband's career. The joint recitals
various parts of the house. Miss Hall land. Mrs. Nathan F. Cobb poured tea
Regular
$1.25.
NOW
85c
The “What-Not Shop" has many|
"TIIE BLACK ROOM"
would be something extra, she de
was given a merry chase to find them and coffee while Mrs. William Glover.
new designs in Shopping Bags, suit-1 MEN'S and BOYS' HIGH TENNIS cided Josef would still continue Ills
all but the feat was finally ac Mrs. Fuller, Mrs. Emery and Miss
BANK NIGHT IS COMING
Special 79c
able
for fall. 491 Main street, still op- j
Individual career which has since
complished and she found herself Ruth Cobb Emery served. Among the
REGISTER NOW
pooite the Baptist Church.
105‘lt j
led to such world-wide acclaim
laden with attractive and useful out of town guests were Miss Nellie
Again her decision was the wise one.
articles. Miss Edna Gregory de Farwell of New Orleans, Mrs. A. P.
Annual tube sale now on at HouseThe event has proved that his role
lighted the guests with piano solos Chase of Brooklyn, N. Y„ and Mrs. D.
TEL. 484
of dual pianist has only added to the
as did (Miss Mildred Demmons of E Taber of Boston. The beautiful Sherman’s. Time to re-tube your
Telephone 409
Shoe Center,
Camden lustre of his fame.
set
at
a
fraction
of
usual
cost.
—
flowers
from
Mrs.
Emery's
fine
garden
Thomaston in vocal numbers. HomeMatinee 2-00; Evening 6.45, 8.45
Mrs Alvin Foss was hostess at a tea
at hef home Tuesday, given tn honor
of her mother, Mrs. David E. Taber
of Boston, and Mrs W. W. Spear's
mother, Mrs. A. P. Chase of Brook
lyn, N. Y. Mrs. Spear was at thc
tea-urn.

Mis; Martan Brawn and her cousin
M-ss Eva Wltham of Brookline. Ma<s .
have returned from a motor trip
which included the White Mountains.
Oreen Mountains, Lake Champlain
and Montreal.

GREGORY’S

SUMMER SHOES

Haskell & Corthell

graced the attractive home.

QUALITY

adv,

104-105

PAR.

The gifted Rosina Lhevinne today

CLEANSING

NOW

Announcing thr Remington 3-11
. . . (hr biggest typewriter $31.50
ever bought! Big rnaugh, sturdy
rnough. complete rnough to do a
thorough, all-around job for every
member of the family.

$31.50

jnade candies were served,

LAMB’S

Realm of Music

I& the Time To Have Your

Coats
and Suits
CLEANSED
RENOVATED
For Winter Wear

Our Methods Will Restore thc Tailored Lines, the

Freshness and L'fe, thc Look and Feel of Newness.

Phone Us At 69 To Call For Your Garments

LAMB’S
CLEANSING - DYEING - PRESSING
ROCKLAND, MAINE

| THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES 1
ALL NEXT WEEK

OUR “2 CENT” WALLPAPER SALE
10 CENT PAPER, 2
15 CENT PAPER, 2
20 CENT PAPER, 2
30 CENT PAPER, 2

ROLLS
ROLLS
ROLLS
ROLLS

............................
............................
...........................
...........................

12c
17c
22c
32=

E. B. HASTINGS & CO. I

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

A JOY PACKAGE OF

SURPRISES RIBBONED WITH
RAINBOW LAUGHTER!

She dances again...,
she sings two songs

...in this excitingly
different story;__

JOHN BOLES
ROCHELLE HUDSON
JANE

DARWEIL

Produced by Winfield Sheehon
O»e»«»od by Irving Cvmnonfi
Mwsk fer toy Kondorsen

IT’S HER HAPPIEST PICTURE
NOW PLAYING
"HOORAY FOR LOVE" with
ANN SOTHLRN. GENE RAYMOND
500 SHIRLEY TEMPLE .MIRRORS GIVEN AWAY TO THE HRST
SCO t IIII.IIRLN ATTENDING TODAY'S MATINEE
Phone 892

Shows:
Mat. 2.011: Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
_
....
_
Cont. Sat. 2.15 to 10.45
sundav Show Sponsoreu By Winslow-Holbrook Post. No. 1. A. L.
Holiday Prices Will Prevail During the Matinee on Labor Day

THE RIGHT SPOT
The one spot a person looks who wishes to hire a
room or a tenement is the ‘‘To Let” column of The
Courier Gazette. Nuff sed. Phone 770.

Every-Other-Daf
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Page Eight

People You Should Know
□□□□ FOUR STAR FOLKS

★★★★

By HELEN NELSON, Special Staff Feature Writer
(Copyrit/ht 1935—By Cltiudr Mott—Rf production in dny H'ay forbidden)

CAPT. I. “RD" ARC HIBALD

ot the Owls Club. Used to operate DR. A. W. PEABODY
★ WAA A LOAD of lumber from hls own hotel ln Connecticut, and **** TAR A. W. PEABODY,
Beechwood street,
**
Capt. I "Ed" Archi has been a loyal sou of Uncle Sam s
bald's yards at Thomaston, Is a load J9 years Passes up cake and pie in Thomaston, is the address of the
ol satisfaction
We are glad uv favor of a good steak; likes to wind veterinarian who has won the concame to these Mainland Cities, and the clock hlmsell; enjoys a good fidence of stock growers and homefound Capt. Archibald and men like story and has a few of hls own: and loving folks through the genuineness
him, who have helped build de hls religion is—“Do the best you can of hls service In Knox, Lincoln and
pendability Into tlie very fibre ot by everyone."........................................ Waldo Counties. He loves dogs.
Find out for us: How long has understands them, so—the dogs and
these communities. Capt. Archibald
can supply most anything you want he been feeding hungry folks around cats are brought to him for specialnwd care, and the blue-ribbon
in building material. He has a mill TUlson avenue?
at Thomaston, and also a modern
winner and the little boy's mutt dog
saw mill and a good stand of lumber
receive the same understanding care.
Toronto Veterinary College graduat Jefferson and can manufacture HARRY L. WATERMAN
finished lumber, moulding, fine hard AAAA
IUST never being satis- j ated Dr. Peabody. Following that.
•3 fled and keeping at lt. the Veterinary College of Grand
oak flooring, and anything you need
for building purposes. He's been planning, working and hiking It up Rapids. Mich., added to hls knowlsteamboating
50
years;
around more. ls exactly whut made Harry L edge—and every day he keeps on
Rockland 40 of them; one time Waterman. South Thomaston, among learning. This past summer he
owned as many steamboats as any the largest and best poultry breeders bas embarked on a surprising new
man in the State of Maine Became in Knox County. He started hls activity of wonderful possibilities
Interested ln a load of lumber at poultry business with a few dollars u came about from the discovery
Bristol years back, and it started the and a few pullets, a little knowledge 0( numerous mineral springs bublumber bee In his bonnet, so he set and an everlasting lot of grit and tiling out of the white sand at hls
the bee to humming and developed determination. Did lie make good? camp on Friendship road ln Cushan honest-to-goodness lumber busi If 1700 layers during winter, tens oi 1 ing. Not Just "a hole ln the ground."
ness that has done good work in our thousands of eggs, countless baby but mineral water with health giving
home grounds. Nova Scotia takes chicks and almost 5000 chickens medicinal properties boiling up
credit for hls first arrival on earth, raised in a year, has anything to do through the white sand, different
and Deer Island counted him among with tt—you have the answer. His from anything ever discovered here
Its citizens when he was five. Caught business Is not tlie result of mush abouts Strangers by the hundreds
flounders and sold them for lobster room growth, but of slow, steady come to set them. The Thomaston
bait at half cent each for his first day-ln-day-out effort, and a belief Drug Stores have this water for you
*1 50 and bought hlmsell a fine new of hls own ability to achieve. We or it will be delivered to your home
hat. Loves good horses—and good are taking our hat off to Harry bottled. We're all wishing “Doc"
tools. One of the few who learned Waterman. The stork was due for . luck on this new venture. His Joys
the art of "thinking;" says what he an appearance In South Thomaston I are horse trotting, prize fights and
means and makes you like it; mis at the Waterman homestead. Mr baseball TurrtSd down a chance to
chief looks right at you from under Waterman paced the floor, stopping catch for the Boston Nationals once,
hls hat; "work" ls hls wurd for to remark: “It must be a girl. It has Has a wealth of affection for little
working miracles, and we wish we to be a girl.” But try and argue with folks and their pets Could climb
had 999 more Just like him headed a stork. A husky, howling little boy the stairs while some one else is
for this home area............................ was deposited The proud parents looking up and slide down the railing
as eaSy »nd there's the gold of
Find out: How long ago did he forgave the stork and kept "Harry,
He made his first pocket money kindness In hls nature..........................
start lumbering?
picking blueberries; hls rest and
Phone 52-11 and ask How many
•
relaxation ls watching baseball people visit hls Springs on Sunday?
WILSON R. FOSTER
games: amused and interested, when
AAAA
T" HERE are some men
hls time is wasted in only one sport, AXEL O. JOHNSON
* who don't know
what the word “quitter" means which ls hunting; member of Orange AAAA
D EAL tailoring ls to
That's because they're made of the and Masonic Lodge; doesn't make
** have a cutter meas
material of which "stickers" are people Jittery; pull yourself up a ure you, design a suit for you and
born, and one of the real stickers of chair and listen. to this—he truly you only, cut the cloth, superintend
this Thomaston-Rockland area Is can dance, but never could do the the making and alterations and be
work from
Wilson R. Poster. West End. Thom- hula-hula as he can't get the proper re5pouslble for
gston. on State Highway, one of the wiggle: often reads Items at bottom Klnnlng M (n(J ..^ gnd
best known trucking and moving ol' paper first; upon examination only” will you have a perfectly tail
authorities in this territory. He’ll find he doesn't smoke; and knows ored suit, and this lx Just what Axel
take excellent care of your house how to control the solid bedrock of O. Johnson. Thomaston's expert
hold goods, move you anywhere you business relations by building friend tailor does for you, and he does beau
say. local or long distance, is capable ships........................................................... tiful tailoring for women, as well.
Phone 647-5 and ask: About how
and conscientious, and the moving
Mr. Johnson started to learn hls
will be dene more carefully than if many chickens does he have dur trade at the age of 16, finished ft
you did it yourself. He moves ing the season?
when 21; received In payment dur
freight, merchandise of every char
ing those four yean, only board and
acter, even hauls carloads of news
room, and his first earned cash was
J. W. KIRK
print for The Courier-Oazette, and
received for tips in delivering suits.
carries insurance on all cargo AAAA AANE-of J. W. Kirk's He landed in Boston on the May
most sacred and flower ln 1903. Loves to sail, skate
handled. This trucking business has
been operating since the railroad dearly prized privileges ls not telling and ski. Has tailor* d all over the
time. .... .
,
started here, when Than Ward and how old he Is at the present
r
United States. Lost everything he
John
has
suffered
a
lapse
of
memory
..,
,
...
.
.
.
_ ..
his one-horse outfit started lt, and
. i didnt have ou hls back during the
Mr. Poster bought it from Mr. Wot about the number of his birthdavs the San Francisco earthquake where he
ton 11 years ago. He flew hls first Recording Angel has registered. was turning out goed clothes. Tail
kite ln Malden. Mass. Carried his Another thing ln his favor, he has ored in St Paul. Was foreman for
first school books ln our good home brains and a heart with intuition years at the Portland R. K. Vyer
base; earned hls first nickel giving and sympathy and Intelligence to pUnt Hl. work was so exceptional.
the best shoe shine ln Thomaston, understand. Life has mellowed him the boss had him make three fine
and lf he had stuck to baseball, the and ripened him and educated him coats, each of a different style, for
show
headliners would have included hls and given him wisdom that made the New york
him
a
companion
to
all.
Being
alert
J
h
Qne
came
back
# Wue
name. Pitched professional on some
kind Qf # t#|,or
of the best diamonds in the country. capable of enthusiasms and of rU)bon
folks hRve t0 keep them
Was with the 7th Cavalry in the changing his point of view and of
u
Philippines when the World War learning we say he Is still young, no sm,rtly dressed .
broke out. and wherever there was matter whether he is 19 or 99 John ] hls finger tips; has a critical way of
speed, action, something doing — was born very early In life with ten Judging clothes and people, and hits
that's where “Bill" Poster belonged. baby fingers and ten baby toot it right 99 times out of a 100. Al
We believe he carries a four-leaf sies at Melrose. Mass. He fiddled ways “at home" on community helps
clover ln hit hat band; anyhow, that around at odds and ends on the —likes lo be one of the friendly
would account for his army of farm for hls first bright new pen circle.
Hates holes ln pockets;
friends and well wishers in this won nies. Has been a barber In hospital never fusses about his food and is
derful home sector................................. for past quarter of a century and very fond of people..........................
Phone 139-R-3 and ask: What is has been coming up here for past
Find out: How long ago did he
15 years on vacations, fell in love
his success slogan?
learn to use a needle?
with this district and its people and j
•
opened at Owl's Head, hls grocery,
BARNEY TARVIS
RODNEY JORDAN
candy, lunch and barber shop and
AAAA
THE folks around Till- intends to remain. Mr. Kirk was in i AAAA pATRICK HENRY once
* son avenue section the U. S. Army during World War
*
said. You a 1 n t
never need to go hungry, as long as
,,
_________ . , heard nothin' yet." However, after
and over seas 13 months; member
they have Barney Tarvis and his
you have read the story of Rodney
South
Thomaston
Masons
and
Lobster Grill. And would you be
Jordan and the Thomaston Farmers'
Rockland American Legion; his
lieve it—many summer visitors go
Union, we will guarantee you did
hilarity is swimming and fishing;
out of their way, because they have
not know all the facts we are giving
treats all with equality; by snooping
learned this Is one place to enjoy
you below Rodney Jordan likes
find he enjoys big juicy steaks; not
lobsters, prepared anyway they pre
, .
... ,
| business, goes after it and delights
a whiner. Mrs. Kirk, his right hand
6
fer them.
Of course every kind
.
.
__ in accommodating people. There's
partner. Is always seen in a happy
ot food Ls served here, all home
. . be
i given credit for a keynote on the growth of this
mood. and ..must
cooked, but sea food is the feature
business. There are .100 members in
her bit in making their store popu
special. Mr. Tarvis does the cook
the Thomaston Farmers' Union, all
lar. She knows people because for
ing himself, and If experience counts,
progressive folks, and they co-oper
25 years was a nurse; has no beauty
and seasoning appeals to your palate,
ate for each other's best Interest,
secrets and keeps the extra pounds
you will never be disappointed when
sacrifice piofits, operate on an effici
away by eating and working hard;
you eat at hls friendly Lobster Grill
ency platform, and strive to build
has had her fortune read by tea
on Tillson avenue. Barney has been
better results for everyone concerned. I
leaves and Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kirk
They handle Beacon and Wirthmore j
feeding the same lolks at hungry
clicked with the public from the very
time for years, and there Ls a won
Feeds, and you get your last penny's j
start............................................................
derful satisfaction in knowing your
Phone 722-12 and ask: On what worth in every pound sold. Since
service pleases and brings people
they have had the building, lt has
day and year did he open hls store?
back again and again. Lisbon, is
been remodeled, new facilities added,
where Barney opened his two brown
and a general step-up has been the
eyes for his first look at the Rock
| order of the day. Rodney Jordan,
ol Gibralter. Cooking on a vessel
Turn That Vacant Room j genial Manager, got his first spankbrought him hls first “own" cash;
i ing at Woolwich, Me.; grew up in
Into Cash With a
reels, rods and guns, and skimming
“To Rent” Advertisement Warren; cast hls first vole in Thom
over the water or tramping the
aston; had fun picking berries for
in The Courier-Gazette
woods, are his pleasures. He's an
hls first job and got paid for lt too.
Telephone
770
Eagle, without wings, and a member
Likes nothing better than a day in

Ls

q

0

TELLS HOW BANKS
AIDED PROGRESS
Economist Describes the Ways
Local Institutions Have Con
tributed to Business Growth

PORK PRICES DROP

REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS
OF
KNOX COUNTY, MAINE

Increased Receipts Came At j

Chicago When
Was Very Low

HOTEL

Supply,

BELLEVUE

With gradually Increasing receipts I

of hogs during -the last two weeks.'
I the wholesale prices at Chicago of I
By Edward Kalloch Gould, State Historian of Maine
fresh pork loins of different weights
OMAHA, Nebr.—Privately owned
Author of “Major-General Hiram O. Berry," “British and Tory Maraud have declined 10 to 19 per cent from
banking, despite Its faults, has
ers on the Penobscot,” “8torming the Heights, Maine's Embattled Farmers at
served America well. William A. Ir I Castine ln the Revolution,” “Revolutionary 8oldiers and Sailors of Knox levels prevailing ln mid August, ac
win. Professor ot Economics, Wash I County, Maine, and Their Descendants" (Ms.), “Colonel Mason Wheaton, cording to an announcement made
burn College, Topeka, Kansas, de
by the Institute of American Meat
Revolutionary Officer and Captain of Industry.”
dared In a recent addreaa here on
Packers. Other fresh pork cuts such
MACON STREET
FOREWORD
“Banking In a Changing World."
as shoulders and spareribs also have
BOSTON
“Under the leadership ot lndlvldu
These papers contain a rich store not only of personal, but of war history;
detached statements and broken fragments, to be sure, but none the less declined during the last two weeks,
ala banking baa helped to bring this
interesting and real. They tell us in the very words of the actors ln that war but not as sharply ss loins, the state
country to a foremost place ln econ
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
i of Concord. LexlngU t, and Bunker Hill; of the siege of Boston, of Ticonde
omlc development among the na
beaide tlie State Houae, and
roga and Crown Point, of Monmouth, White Plains, of Trenton and Valley ment said and then continued;
tions ot the world," he aald. "The
Feme; of the battles of Saratoga and Yorktown and the surrenders of Bur"Simultaneously with the declines
overlooking Button. Common
small community haa been de
goyne and Cornwallis; of the gallant, but ill-starred attacks on Quebec, and
and PuHk Gardena.
veloped by the Individual bank. The 1 the sufferings of the retreat from the frozen north. In justice to my assocl- ln wholesale pork prices, beef prices
frontiers of America have been j elates in the Sons of the American Revolution. I feel that they should get the | adso have moved slightly lower. Little |
benefit cf their generous financial outlay by having at least the sketches of 1
pushed forward by the help and
RESTAURANT
change has been noted in the whole
the Revolutionary Pensioners published, and they are offered herewith.
counsel of the individual banker
a la cant and table d'bota
sale
prices
of
veal
and
lamb
The shocks ot wars and depressions
(CHAPTER XXVHI.)
In a century and a bait have been
“The slight Increases In receipts of
Club Breakfast
Alexander Kalkx-h
withstood with the asalstance of the
a contract was made with the citi hogs came at a time when storage
Lunch
Individual banker.
July 25 they arrived at their des zens In their individual capacity, and stocks were very low
Dinner
"It may be that we have reached
tination. but on account of the surf Alexander Kelloch was among these
a tide ln the affairs ot America when
“
The
United
States
Department
of
signing for the Upper Town
new methods are needed. It may e
lay inactive two days. On the third
Jan 29. 1766. he buys of Hugh Mc Agriculture's figures show -that the
CAFETERIA
that we have come o a point where
day a party of soldiers and mar;nes Lean of Milton. Mass., administrator total amount of meat and lard ln
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